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ABSTRACT

NEW DEBIASING STRATEGIES IN COLLABORATIVE FILTERING
RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS: MODELING USER CONFORMITY, MULTIPLE
BIASES, AND CAUSALITY

Mariem Boujelbene

April 25 2022

Recommender Systems are widely used to personalize the user experience in a diverse
set of online applications ranging from e-commerce and education to social media and
online entertainment. These State of the Art AI systems can suffer from several biases that
may occur at different stages of the recommendation life-cycle. For instance, using biased
data to train recommendation models may lead to several issues, such as the discrepancy
between online and offline evaluation, decreasing the recommendation performance, and
hurting the user experience. Bias can occur during the data collection stage where the
data inherits the user-item interaction biases, such as selection and exposure bias. Bias can
also occur in the training stage, where popular items tend to be recommended much more
frequently given that they received more interactions to start with. The closed feedback
loop nature of online recommender systems will further amplify the latter biases as well. In
this dissertation, we study the bias in the context of Collaborative Filtering recommender
system, and propose a new Popularity Correction Matrix Factorization (PCMF) that aims
to improve the recommender system performance as well as decrease popularity bias and
increase the diversity of items in the recommendation lists. PCMF mitigates popularity
bias by disentangling relevance and conformity and by learning a user-personalized bias
iv

vector to capture the users’ individual conformity levels along a full spectrum of conformity
bias. One shortcoming of the proposed PCMF debiasing approach, is its assumption that
the recommender system is affected by only popularity bias. However in the real word,
different types of bias do occur simultaneously and interact with one another. We therefore
relax the latter assumption and propose a multi-pronged approach that can account for two
biases simultaneously, namely popularity and exposure bias. our experimental results show
that accounting for multiple biases does improve the results in terms of providing more
accurate and less biased results. Finally, we propose a novel two-stage debiasing approach,
inspired from the proximal causal inference framework. Unlike the existing causal IPS
approach that corrects for observed confounders, our proposed approach corrects for both
observed and potential unobserved confounders. The approach relies on a pair of negative
control variables to adjust for the bias in the potential ratings. Our proposed approach
outperforms state of the art causal approaches, proving that accounting for unobserved
confounders can improve the recommendation system’s performance.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications have witnessed a rapid growth in recent years,
thanks to the abundance of available data, models, hardware, and advances in Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms, which nowadays power multiple sectors, ranging from health
and education to e-commerce, entertainment, and social media. As a result, AI has started
affecting people’s lives in their daily lives, whether they are applying for a loan, credit
card, or jobs; or exploring and interacting with their social media feeds or music and video
streaming platforms. Yet, the performance of Machine learning models depends on the
quality of the collected data. In fact, in recent years, concerns have been raised about the
potential effects of bias emerging from either the algorithms or the data, on the ML models’
performance.
Recommendation systems (RS) are one particular application where AI algorithms
has made significant improvements in recent years. Recommendation systems power the
majority of e-commerce websites, music streaming servers, social media platforms, news
websites, etc. Recommendation systems help the users by by providing recommendations
that match their preferences, as they navigate online environments and services that are
filled with a staggering amount of available options that would otherwise lead to a paralyzing information overload. For this reason, recommender systems can lead to a better user
experience, and in turn benefit both the user and the service/business providers. Recommender systems can be divided into three categories. Collaborative Filtering recommender
systems [1] operate by leveraging the users’ past interactions with the items in order to
detect the similarity between users and items without explicitly encoding the user features
and item content features. Collaborative Filtering approaches are easy to implement given
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that the only information we need to encode is user-item interactions. The second category
is content-based filtering [2] which relies solely on the user and item features to build predictive recommendation models. The third category is hybrid approaches [3], which as the
name suggests, may rely on user and item features as well as collaborative filtering.
Collaborative filtering recommender systems are currently considered the state of
the art given the ease of usage and interaction data collection. They rely on the assumption
that users with similar interests have similar interaction behavior and leverage past useritem interaction data to learn patterns or models, for instance based on latent factors, that
capture the similarity between users and items. Then these learnt latent factors are used to
predict the users’ preferences and to recommend items to them. Given that collaborative
recommender systems rely solely on historic user-item interaction data, they are more sensitive to the biases that are present in data or in the algorithms, as well as biases emerging
from the closed feedback loop between the algorithms’ output predictions and their inputs.
Bias can be manifested in different stages of the life cycle of a recommendation
system [4]. It can be introduced in the data collection phase, where the data may inherit
the underlying biases of the interaction data’s collection process [4]. For instance, the user’s
clicks might be affected by the recommendation list’s presentation order [5] [6], or by the
popularity of the items [7], the crowd’s opinion [8], or past exposure of the user to the
items [9] (such as a friend recommendation, ads, etc). Bias might also be introduced during
the model training phase [4]. In fact, popular items tend to receive a higher number of
interactions which in turn leads to a highly unbalanced training data where the majority
categories of items get to control the training loss. The recommender system, by nature,
operates in a closed feedback loop setting where feedback from the users is used to provide
recommendations for the next iteration. This feedback loop further amplifies the biases
discussed above [10, 11].
As recommender systems (RS) continue to permeate through an expanding set of
online applications and domains, they are starting to have an increasing impact on human
decisions and behaviour. Hence, depending on the application domain and on their scale of
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use, biases that emerge within these recommender systems can have significant social and
economical impacts [12]. For these reasons, research on understanding bias and designing
debiasing strategies has been attracting a growing interest from the recommender systems
community [4]. Bias in recommender systems may result in multiple consequences. From the
user’s perspective, bias might decrease the performance of the recommendation algorithms
by pushing popular and less diverse items to the top of the recommendation list, leading to
less personalization which may hurt the user experience. From the supplier’s perspective,
bias may lead to pushing popular items to the top of the recommendation lists more than
long tail items, thus leading to unfairness of exposure among the different providers’ items.
This phenomenon is known as the Mathew effect [13] or the ”rich get richer” effect. Bias
may also lead to polarization and echo chambers [14, 15].

1.1

Problem Statement
Recommendation systems are known to suffer from extreme popularity bias [16] [17],

where popular items are recommended the most at the top of the recommendation list,
resulting in an imbalanced training data. The problem stems from the fact that popular
items receive more clicks compared to long tail items. This leads to highly unbalanced
training data and to a training process that is biased towards popular items. For instance,
[16] showed that the recommendation lists generated by Matrix Factorization consist mainly
of popular items, regardless of the user’s preference for popular items or long tail items.
This shows that there is a disparity between the user’s conformity level and what the
recommender is delivering, which may hurt the user experience. The Inverse Propensity
Scoring (IPS) framework [18, 19] is widely used to correct for popularity bias by downweighing the contribution of popular items using inverse propensity. One limitation of this
approach is the non-personalized representation of conformity bias, where the propensities
are treated as user-independent and the goal is to remove popularity bias regardless of
the user preference towards popular items. Yet the users’ preferences for popular or long
tail items is expected to vary from one user to the other and this preference should be
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captured by the recommender system when debiasing recommendations. A more faithful
representation of preference can be decomposed into a general user preference vector and
a bias vector that represents the degree that each given user likes popular items. Learning
only the general preference of the user, or counteracting the popularity bias without taking
into account the relevance, will neglect an important component of the popularity bias and
might degrade the performance of the model. On another hand, ignoring the popularity bias
of the system will underfit the general preference of the user and will learn a representation
that is biased toward the popularity bias component. In addition, conformity bias does not
vary only between users, it may vary for the same user depending on the items’ categories.
Another shortcoming of existing debiasing efforts has been their lack of studying the effect
of multiple biases simultaneously. Yet, the logged data may be affected by multiple biases
at the same time, such as selection bias, exposure bias, presentation bias, etc.

1.1.1

Dissertation Scope and Impact
In this work, we investigate bias from three main perspectives that advance the state

of the art in debiasing research: First, we correct for the popularity bias, while taking into
account different users’ conformity bias toward popular items, but assuming that the recommender system is affected only by popularity bias. Then, we relax the latter assumption
and propose a bias correction mechanism for mitigating two biases simultaneously. Finally,
we study bias from a causal perspective in order to create a more robust system to the
dynamic shift in the data distribution.
We first propose a popularity correction approach that learns embeddings that can
incorporate the user’s conformity bias. Our approach aims to mitigate popularity bias
by disentangling conformity and relevance. In the second part of this work, we propose
an approach that simultaneously accounts for both exposure bias and popularity bias. For
instance, users tend to interact more with items presented at the top of the recommendation
list, as well as with items that are more popular and have higher ratings, thus potentially
leading to both conformity bias and popularity bias.

4

1.1.1.1

Correcting for Popularity Bias

We propose a novel popularity bias correction matrix factorization, that aims at reducing popularity while providing more accurate recommendations. Personalized correction
of popularity bias benefits both users and suppliers. Since, it increases the accuracy of the
RS by learning the preference of the user for popular and long tail items while promoting more diverse recommendations. Our method relies at learning richer embedding that
accounts for the preference of the user to the popular items. We show that by learning
better embeddings, the accuracy of the results increases while keeping a good diversity in
the recommendation

1.1.1.2

Correcting for Multiple Biases

We studied the effect of correcting for two biases simultaneously on the recommendation accuracy and diversity. This is crucial, since biases do occur simultaneously and
current work usually isolate the system and correct for one bias at the time assuming that
biases do not interfere. Correcting for the bias interference may help further improve the
accuracy of the system and push more diverse and long tail items.
We combine IPS strategy with previously designed popularity-enhancing approach
in order to mitigate the selection bias effect on the training of the model. We show that
combining both approaches yields a superior performance in terms of accuracy and bias.

1.1.1.3

Causal Inference Based Debiasing Strategy

One important drawback of recommender systems is ignoring confounders while
learning the parameters of the model [4]. Confounders such as popularity, position of the
item or the exposure of the user affects the data collection process and therefore the observational data is heavily biased. Although previous methods such as IPS [18] aim at
reducing the bias effect, certain unmeasured confounders effect remain present and exacerbate the results. We propose a novel two step approach, inspired from the proximal causal
inference framework [20, 21]. We aim at mitigating the effect of unmeasured confounders in
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order to get more unbiased estimation of the performance of the model. Our method relies
on designing a bridge function that estimates the effect of the unmeasured confounders
on the observational data and then use the newly generated data to train a final model.
our approach is model agnostic and can be applied with several Collaborative Filtering
algorithms.

1.1.1.4

Debiasing using a Causal Framework

we present a new approach to adjust for confounders in recommendation systems.
In order to do this, we reframe the recommendation system within a causal framework and
then propose to use a proximal causal inference framework [22] to adjust for confounders.
Confounders are variables that may affect the predicted ratings leading to biased estimates
that can be misleading.

1.1.1.5

Scope of the Research and Assumptions

This research focuses on matrix factorization-based (MF) recommender systems, and two
types of bias, namely, popularity bias and exposure bias. The focus on MF in no way minimizes the potential impact of this work since MF and latent factor methods are considered
state of the art on their own, and further form a major building block of more complex
models, including Deep Learning, where they are one foundation of representation learning.

1.2

Research Contributions

1. We propose a popularity bias correction matrix factorization algorithm (PCMF) that
learns a popularity-aware embedding for users and items to capture the user bias towards different group of items, as well as a user-personalized bias vector to capture the
level of conformity bias among different users. We integrate the popularity component in the learning process in order to learn more accurate and diverse embeddings.
PCMF learns tailored or personalized recommendations that capture the user interest as well as her preference for popular items across different group of items. Our
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approach is modular and can be adapted to recommendation algorithms other than
MF.
2. We perform extensive experimentation to evaluate our proposed approach and find
that PCMF outperforms other state of the art models in terms of recommendation
accuracy, correcting for the popularity bias and increasing the diversity of the recommendations. Our model shows a better generalization ability when tested on intervened test data (where the test popularity distribution is different form the training
data).
3. We propose a debiasing approach that corrects for two biases simultaneously. Specifically, we proposed an approach that mitigates exposure bias and popularity bias by
combining the IPS debiasing framework to account for biases in the data collection
step and our popularity correction matrix factorization (PCMF) to account for the
model’s popularity bias during the training. It is worth noting that to the best of our
knowledge, our work is the first work that studies the effect of popularity bias and
exposure bias simultaneously in the collaborative filtering recommendation system
setting.
4. We perform extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our algorithm and
to test the effectiveness of accounting for two biases. Our experiments show that
accounting for two biases further improves the recommendation accuracy and diversity,
while decreasing the average popularity.
5. We propose a novel two-stage causal debiasing methodology, that is inspired from the
proximal causal inference framework [20, 21]. Unlike a previous causal IPS approach
[18] that corrects for observed confounders, our proposed approach corrects for both
observed and potential unobserved confounders. First, we learn a bridge function
to adjust the rating data for observed an unobserved confounders using a pair of
negative control variables. Second, we fit an MF model on the adjusted ratings that
are predicted by the learnt bridge function.
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6. We evaluate our proposed two-stage causal debiasing methodology empirically using
two unbiased real-world datasets and find that our proposed approach outperforms
state of the art causal approaches, proving that accounting for unobserved confounders
improves the recommendation system’s performance.

1.3

Document Organization
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a

literature review about recommendation systems in general, followed by a review of previous
research on bias, including efforts for studying bias and bias correction. In Chapter 3, we
propose a new popularity correction matrix factorization (PCMF) approach as well as its
experimental evaluation. In Chapter 4, we relax the main assumption made in Chapter 3
which is that the recommender system is affected by only popularity bias. We thus propose
a new approach to correct for both exposure bias and popularity bias. Then we present
an empirical study to test the importance of accounting for different biases simultaneously.
Chapter 5 describes a new two-stage debiasing approach that corrects for observed and
unobserved confounders inspired by proximal causal inference. Then we present experiments
to evaluate the effectiveness of our causal debiasing approach. Finally, we conclude the
dissertation in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
As recommender systems (RS) continue to permeate through an expanding set of
online applications and domains, they are starting to have an increasing effect on human
decisions and behaviour. Hence, depending on the application domain and on their scale of
use, biases that emerge within these recommender systems can have significant social and
economical impacts [12]. For these reasons, research on understanding bias and designing
debiasing strategies has been attracting a growing interest from the RS community [4].
We start by discussing RS by detailing the different methods used. We describe
different families of models and learning algorithms used to recommend items to users. We
then describe the different biases that can be present in a Collaborative Filtering recommender system. Finally, We highlight the shortcomings of previous research that has not
dealt with multiple biases at the same time.

2.1

Recommendation Systems
In this section we describe the different techniques used in recommender systems.

In our work, we mainly focus on Collaborative Filtering (CF) techniques, and so we start
by describing the models used in this category of RS. Then we enumerate the models
that are used in Content-based Filtering (CBF). Finally we briefly mention other types of
recommender systems such as hybrid systems.

2.1.1

Collaborative filtering Methods
Collaborative Filtering is a family of recommender system models that predict future

interactions by detecting similarity patterns between users and items. For instance, CF
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models assume that similar users will have a similar rating behavior. On the other hand,
similar items will be rated similarly by a given user. Therefore we notice that there are two
families of CF models, user-based CF and item-based CF [23].
Collaborative Filtering only needs user-items interactions. It can predict the future
interactions by only using past interactions of these users with the items. We explore a few
classical models that fall into this category and we describe the learning algorithms used
to build these models. We also study the correctness of the assumptions that make these
methods work and how these relate to our work.

2.1.1.1

Matrix Factorization

Matrix Factorization [24] is a well known state of the art CF model. It became
especially popular when it was part of the winning solution in the Netflix 1M$ prize challenge [25]. The aim of Matrix Factorization is to project users and items in to a shared
latent space. Items that fall close to users in such a latent space will be then given a
higher recommendation score. The distance between users and items is based on the cosine
similarity since we use the dot product to map their latent variables.
To describe the formal learning objective function of Matrix Factorization, we adopt
the following notation:
• U : Set of users
• I: Set of items
• u: A given user
• i: A given item
• P : Latent variable for the users
• Q: Latent variables for the items
• α: Learning rate
• β: Regularization hyperparameter
10

• K: Dimension of the latent space
• R: Rating matrix
The main goal of Matrix Factorization (MF) is to learn the latent variables P and Q where
P.QT reconstructs the original rating matrix R. In order to learn these representations, we
minimize the standard loss function for MF, defined as follows:
J(P, Q) =

X

(Rui − Pu QTi )2

(2.1)

u∈U,i∈I

Equation 2.1 describes the mean squared error loss for Matrix Factorization. The
idea is to learn a representation for each user and item by approximating the original
rating matrix with the product of the representations/factors, through minimizing the mean
squared error (MSE) of the reconstruction. In order to prevent the model from overfitting
and failing to generalize to unseen data, we typically add a regularization term, as follows:
J(P, Q) =

X

(Rui − Pu QTi )2 + β(||P ||2 + ||Q||2 )

(2.2)

u∈U,i∈I

By adding the regularization term, we make sure that our model does not reproduce the
input data and thus end up failing to predict the missing ratings. β is a hyperparameter
that is used to control the importance of the regularization.
To learn the model parameters P and Q, Alternate Least square is used by employing
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [26] in an alternating fashion to update P and Q:
Pt+1 = Pt − α

∂J
∂P

(2.3)

∂J
∂Q

(2.4)

Qt+1 = Qt − α

Using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) allows for parallelization [26] in the training phase
which allows us to train scalable models. One of the drawbacks of Matrix Factorization is
that it is not guaranteed to converge [27]. In fact, the function is non-convex. Therefore,
the optimization algorithm may find a local minimum which does not reflect the global
minimum of the problem.
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Another drawback of Matrix Factorization is the cold start problem [28]. In fact, if
a new user or a new item comes to the system, it will be hard to model it without existing
interactions. Methods such as augmenting the embedding with external features have been
used to mitigate this problem.
Furthermore, we notice that the main objective for MF is to reconstruct the rating
matrix. It learns the preference of the user toward a given item but does not account for the
ranking of items. This is solved using methods such as Bayesian Personalized Ranking [29].

2.1.1.2

Bayesian Personalized Ranking

Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [29] is a method of learning that employs
pairwise ranking along with a Bayesian framework. In fact, the loss employed learns user’s
preference by using pairs of items (i,j) where i is a positive item (the user likes the item and
j is a negative item where the user is not interested in the item. The goal of the optimization
problem is to learn the following relation fu (i) > fu (j) where fu is a preference function
for user u that maps the items to a preference score.
The loss function used to learn such a property is the following:
X

J(u, i, j) =

ln(σ(fu (i) − fu (j))) − β||Θ||2

(2.5)

u∈U,i,j∈I

σ is the sigmoid function and serves to map the user preference to a probability function.
Θ represents the parameters of the model.
The next step is to model fu . One way to do that is to use Matrix Factorization
where fu (i) = Pu QTi . Other preference models can be used like Neural network architectures
and other factorization models.
The advantage of BPR is that it directly optimizes ranking evaluation metrics while
learning the user item preference. It has shown great improvement compared to other
Collaborative Filtering methods.
One of the main drawbacks of BPR is that it needs to define positive items and
negative items in the training phase. This might not be very trivial especially in the
implicit feedback setting where the user item interactions are clicks. Therefore, negative
12

sampling is usually needed to sample negative items from the set of non interacted item.
This may introduce bias in the system [30]. This can be mitigated by adopting different
negative sampling strategies [31].

2.1.1.3

Nearest-Neighbors Methods

Nearest-Neighbors methods recommend items to users that are the closest to the
previously interacted items based on a defined distance measure [32]. For instance, we can
use the learned items’ embedding of Matrix Factorization coupled with cosine similarity
[33] in order to recommend items that are the closest (in terms of cosine distance) to the
previously rated items by user u.
The Nearest-Neighbor method adopts an item-based Collaborative Filtering as it
only uses the item embeddings during the prediction. However, the users are also used
during the training of the embedding if we use a method such as Matrix Factorization.
Other models can be used to project the items in a space where we can calculate
distances. These include Neural Networks where we learn an embedding space through
multiple hidden layers. A naive approach can also be used by using the original rating
matrix as a space for the items. One drawback of this method is that the space can have a
very high dimensionality, therefore the distances between items will always be high (due to
the curse of dimensionality [34])

2.1.1.4

Neural Network Based methods

Recommender systems have benefited from the advancement of the deep learning
field where various architectures have been adapted in order to improve the recommendation
quality [30].
One famous Neural Network architecture for Collaborative Filtering is Neural Matrix
Factorization [35]. The idea is to learn two different representations for users and items using
a Multi-Layer Perceptron layer and a Matrix Factorization layer. The two embeddings are
then concatenated and fed into a sigmoid head to predict the score. The idea of Neural
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Matrix Factorization NeuMF is to be able to detect the non-linear relation between the
interaction of the user and item. Later work [36] has argued that using a dot product head
in order to learn the similarity of the final concatenated embeddings yields better results.
Another family of methods for using a deep learning architecture is using sequential
based architectures [37]. For instance, the recommendation problem can be seen as: Given
a sequence of rated items {i}n , we want to predict the next item to be rated/clicked. To
this goal, models such as Recurrent Neural Nets (RNNs) have been used [38]. RNNs are
a family of deep learning models that capture the sequential behavior of the interaction
pattern of the user in order to provide next item recommendations. Later works have
exploited Transformer architecture in order to leverage the self-attention framework for
modelling sequential data [39]. Bert4Rec, for instance, models the interacted items as a
sequence and uses a BERT [40] architecture to model the session of the user and provide
recommendations.
An important family for Collaborative Filtering modelling, using Deep Learning
networks, is Autoencoders (AE) [41]. AE tries to reconstruct the original input through
an encoder-decoder architecture. The idea is similar to Matrix Factorization where the end
goal is to represent the users and items through a shared latent space and then perform
recommendations using various similarity measures [41]. Many variations of Autoencoders
have been used such as Variational Autoencoders which adopt a Bayesian framework for
the problem [42]. Autoencoder based architectures are being used in industry to model the
items and users and is a growing field of research. A major drawback of this method is
difficulty of convergence [43].
Graph Neural Networks can also be used in a Recommendation context [44]. The
recommender system problem can be seen as a bipartite graph problem. Therefore, Graph
Neural Networks (GNN) can be used in order to model the user profile and provide recommendations [45]. GNN can be used to model the embeddings of users and items by leveraging
this graph relation. We put an emphasis in this case on the social influence for the user and
the item similarity for the items. GNN can be extended to use more advanced graph based
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networks such as Convolutional Graph Networks [46] or Graph Attention Networks [47].
A major issue for Collaborative Filtering is the need for interactions in order to work.
Hence, users and items with no recorded interactions face the cold start problem. Models
will not be able to learn correct embeddings for these entities. Therefore, one solution is to
use Content-based Filtering methods where the use of external information is required.

2.1.2

Content-based Filtering Methods
Content-based Filtering methods rely on using external information about users and

items in order to provide recommendations [48]. There are different ways of incorporating
external features in a recommendation model. One way is to formulate the problem in a
supervised learning setting as a classification problem. In this setting, the goal is to classify
an interaction as a positive or a negative interaction (or no interaction). Therefore, users
and items features can be used to achieve this result using typical classification algorithm. A
popular class of algorithms are Decision Trees [49,50] through ensembles like Random Forest
and Gradient Boosting Decision Trees (GBDT) [51]. These methods make use of sparse
features for both items and users in order to provide recommendations. These methods
can also be used beyond classification and a ranking model where pairwise and listwise loss
functions are used in order to directly optimize ranking metrics. An example of such loss
function is LambdaRank that uses a listwise strategy to predict ranking for items combined
with Additive Trees context [52].
Another way to use external features is to compress them through an embedding
space and store these embeddings to be used later for prediction. To achieve this, deep
learning architectures are used. For instance Two tower architectures can be used in order
to project the user features and the item features into an embedding space and then use
a dot product head or a MLP head to provide predictions [53]. The advantage of using
embedding approaches in order to represent user and item features is the ability to reduce computation cost by compressing the dimension of the problem. Also we can store
the embeddings for fast inference at the serving stage. Furthermore, we can combine the
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embeddings learned by using item and user features with the embeddings learned using
Collaborative Filtering methods. This allows for hybrid methods that can over come the
issues of both methods. Also embeddings allow for different ways of ranking and predictions
in the inference stage. We can use Nearest Neighbor methods to provide similar items to
the user. This method is preferred in industry because it scales well with a large number
of items [54]. Implementation for scalable Nearest Neighbor search such as ANNOY [55]
allows for fast retrieval.
An important issue of Content-based Filtering is the need to collect features from
users which is expensive. Users usually do not enter a lot of information about themselves
[56] and therefore, the collected features are very sparse and may lead to suboptimal results.

2.2

Bias in Recommender systems
Bias in recommender systems comes in many forms and from multiple sources, [14].

For instance, limited user exposure can create an exposure bias or selection bias that affects
the model training and results in statistical bias. The feedback loop creates a filter bubble
phenomenon which leads to several drawbacks, including popularity bias and non-diverse
recommendations. To understand the bias effect of recommender systems, we provide a
motivation on the bias phenomenon for different types of bias.
In a traditional recommender system setting, the user is first presented with a list
of recommended items. Then, the user’s clicks and ratings are used to retrain the model to
dynamically capture the user preference. The traditional algorithms used, i.e. Matrix Factorization (MF) [57], assume that the collected data satisfies the independent and identically
distributed (iid) assumption. This assumption does not hold in the real world for multiple
reasons. For example, the items presented to the user are not randomly selected and the
items do not have equal probability of being recommended to the user. On the other hand,
the items presented to the user do not have the same probability of being observed. For
instance, the user’s observation is affected by multiple biases, i.e. presentation bias [5] [6],
popularity bias [7], etc. Figure 2.1 shows a typical recommender system’s life-cycle and
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the biases that can occur at different stages therein [4]. Starting with the user interaction
phase, users choose what items to interact with from the recommendation list, which leads
to selection bias. In addition, the presentation of the items can affect the probability of
user interactions. This presentation can consist of the position of the item in the list, the
size of the item’s icon, etc. The user interaction can also be affected by the item popularity
and the crowd’s opinion about an item [8]. The next stage is to log the user interactions
with the recommendation list such as clicks, ratings, dwell time, etc. Then, the collected
data is fed to a recommendation model to be retrained every t times. The popular items
receive significantly more clicks than long tail items [58]. This leads to a biased training
which is dominated by popular items, since these items contribute the most to the training
loss. As a result, popular items have a higher probability of being recommended than long
tail items despite their true relevance to the user. We will later study this empirically in
the experimental evaluation section.

Figure 2.1. Recommender System Life-cycle and biases at different stages. Bias can be
introduced in the data collection step by inheriting the user interaction biases. Bias can
also be introduced in the model training phase, where popular items get recommended more
frequently given that they receive a higher number of user interactions
To further investigate the effect of bias on the recommendation results, let us suppose
we have a recommender system environment with k items, as shown in figure 2.2, where
popular items are the square shaped items and long tail items are the oval shaped items.
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The blue items are the items relevant to the user, and the solid line edges denote the items
previously clicked by the user. In this example, we have three scenarios. The first scenario
denotes the ideal case where all the relevant items have equal probability of being shown
to the user despite their different levels of popularity. In the second scenario, we assume
that popularity bias is the only bias affecting the data. Then, popular items have higher
probability of being shown to the user at a higher position in the list. In this case, the items
shown to the user have the same probability of being observed. Hence, after being presented
to the user, popular and long tail items have equal probabilities of being observed despite
their rank. In the third scenario, we relax this assumption. In fact, users tend to interact
with items ranked higher in the list due to position bias [59]. As shown in figure 2.2, this
leads to popular items receiving even more clicks as shown in the third scenario. In this
section we detail different types of biases that affect the user experience while describing
debiasing techniques used to counteract such biases.

Figure 2.2. An example showing the effect of popularity and position bias by presenting the
difference between the recommended list and the user interaction based on the existence of
different biases. Blue items represent relevant items, solid-line items are those that have
been previously clicked by the user. The tick sign represents the items clicked at the current
iteration
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2.2.1

Selection Bias
In contrast to classical machine learning systems where data is annotated using

an expert to ensure unbiased labeling, RSs collect their data via the continuous interaction
between the user and the RS algorithm. This particular setting leads to biased training data
due to the selection bias of the user [60]. In fact, because the user can only interact with the
exposed items which are a result of the past algorithm predictions, the labeling is conditioned
on the previous recommendation iteration. Hence, the training data is confounded by other
variables such as the user exposure [61], the positioning of the item in a ranked list, and
the performance of the previous recommender system model. This bias is usually corrected
mathematically by using Inverse Propensity Scoring methods [18, 62, 63]. IPS strategies
eliminate the statistical bias in the training loss by accounting for the propensity of the
users. This ensures an unbiased (in a mathematical sense) learning of the recommender
system model.

2.2.2

Diversity Bias
A critical issue in RSs is redundant recommendations [64]. In fact, the inductive

bias of the RS algorithms pushes for recommendations that are similar to the previously
provided user interests, using some similarity measure. Examples of such algorithms are K
Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and Matrix Factorization (MF) [57]. The use of these similarity
measures helps to provide accurate but less diverse recommendations. This lack of diversity
results in other problems such as the filter bubble and polarization [65], especially on large
scale social platforms.
A popular solution to this problem is Multi-Armed Bandits strategies (MAB) [66–69].
MAB adds exploration to the recommendation process and therefore increases the diversity
of the recommendations. The main intuition of the MAB strategy is to sacrifice some shortterm reward in order to increase the long-term outcome. Different MAB strategies have
been applied to the RS setting. A popular method is the -greedy strategy because of the
simplicity of its implementation.
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Recently, researchers have adopted Reinforcement Learning (RL) techniques in order
to learn an ”intelligent” exploitation exploration trade-off [70, 71]. However, Reinforcement
Learning techniques still face criticism due to their expensive evaluation process of the
proposed policies in an online setting and the logging bias introduced in an offline setting [4].
In order to correct for the logging bias, Inverse Propensity Scoring has also been proposed
in this setting [72].

2.2.3

Popularity Bias
Items that get recommended more to users will collect more interactions, and this

in return leads to a skewed rating distribution, with popularity bias [7] that affects future recommendations. In fact, the model has more ratings and hence insights about the
popular items and this lead to more accurate recommendations for these items [73]. This
loop will lead to even more disparity between the item popularity and creates a niche of
underrepresented items, leading to an unfair exposure for some items. Similarly to solving
the lack of diversity in a recommendation list, increasing the exposure of unpopular items
may be achieved using post-processing such as re-ranking [74, 75] or exploration methods
like Multi-Armed Bandits. Another family of solutions acts on the training loss by adding
regularization to the error term. Other methods use multi-objective optimization through
optimizing for both increasing the accuracy and reducing the popularity disparity [73].

2.2.4

Position Bias
Another major bias in recommender systems is position bias. In fact, the user is

biased by the position of the presented item. Previous studies [76, 77] have shown that
the user pays more attention to top ranked items and usually ignores the items that are
ranked at the bottom of the list. For this reason, collecting data affected by position bias
creates issues when evaluating and training future models [78]. In fact, some items will be
considered as negative items because they were never clicked but the fact that they were
not present in the top of the list plays a bigger factor on the decision of the user. Some
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Figure 2.3. Illustrating the effect of position bias: The arrow width represents the probability of users seeing the ranked items. The position bias suggests that as the rank of the item
increases in the recommendation list, it will have lower chances of being seen. This leads
to relevant items not being clicked despite being in the recommendation list. This affects
the collected data by producing biased data.

industries moved away from the ranked list strategy and are using other ways to represent
items such as carousel or grid representation [79]. Other aspects of the position bias will
still be present involving the user browsing behavior.
In order to mitigate position bias effect, several methods have been adopted. For
instance, new click models have been developed [80–82] in order to take into account the
causal effect of the position of the item using a multiplicative relation. In fact, [82] argues
that the click of the model is an effect of first seeing the item and then being relevant.
Seeing the item or being exposed to the item is directly related to the position of the item.
Therefore, by constructing a click model that takes into account the position of the item, we
can mitigate the effect of position bias. By tying the position of the item to the exposure of
the user [83], we can also use Inverse Propensity Weighting in order to eliminate statistical
bias during testing and training of the recommender system [63]. In fact, it can be shown
that the exposure of the user that depends on the item’s position creates a biased estimator
that does not allow us to correctly evaluate the performance of the recommender system in
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training and in testing.
Another way of counteracting position bias is by including such information in the
training and removing it from the testing phase. This method is often used in industry [84]
and in a content filtering scenario. The idea is to include the position as a feature in the
training phase. Then, during the prediction phase, we assume that the position feature
is constant (fixed as 1 for instance). Therefore, we eliminate the position bias effect by
predicting the relevance of an item given it would be ranked in the first position.

2.2.5

Feedback Loop bias
Another important aspect of bias in recommender systems is feedback loops [10,11].

In fact, due to the dynamic nature of recommender systems, most biases are amplified
through feedback loops. In the first iteration, the user is exposed to some initial recommendations. They provide feedback to these recommendations. This feedback is affected by
biases such as popularity, selection and position bias. The recorded data is then used by the
next iteration of the algorithm in order to train and generate the next recommendations.
This closed loop affects the evolution of the system and contributes to amplifying biases.
In fact, previous research has shown that the feedback loop amplifies the bias and leads to
multiple phenomena such as filter bubbles and echo chambers [15].
In order to mitigate the effect of the feedback loop, previous research has suggested
using exploration methods such as bandit methods or random recommendations. Other
methods tried deconvolution techniques [85] in order to understand how feedback loops
affect the final ratings.

2.3

Recommender systems as a Causal Inference problem
Recommender systems can be modeled as a causal inference framework [86]. In fact,

we can assume X as the treatment of the user which details that user has been exposed to
a certain item by recommending that item to the user, and Y is the outcome which is the
rating provided by the user. Therefore, there is a causal relation that can be infered which
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is: What is the outcome of recommending an item i to the user u.
The problem with causal inference problems is the unmeasured confounders V . An
unmeasured confounder is a variable that affects the exposure of the user to the treatment
and the outcome Y but it cannot be measured. One example of an unmeasured confounder
is popularity of the item [?], exposure bias [87], position bias [4], conformity bias [8].
Therefore, by using this framework, bias in recommender systems can be explained
through causal graphs as proposed in [88] and as shown in Figure 2.4.
In fact, looking at Figure 2.4 (a), we can see the effect of selection bias where the
user’s rating is affected by which item is initially selected by the user. In fact, training on
the observational data would create a skewed distribution of only selected items from all
the observed items. This leads to biased training [18].
Looking at Figure 2.4 (b), we can illustrate the effect of conformity bias. In fact,
users tend to be biased toward popular items and tend to rate these items higher than other
items. Therefore, the popularity of an item affects the outcome Y (rating).
Figure 2.4 (c) shows the effect of position bias. In fact, position bias affects the
exposure of the user. Items that are in higher position have higher chance of being selected
[89]. Therefore, this selection affects which items are selected and which items are rated.
Items that are highly rated also affects the next batch of recommendations where they have
more chance of being recommended and therefore they appear in more high positions and
this results in a feedback loop.

2.3.1

Causal Graph Interpretation of Recommendation System
As the bias problem can be drawn as a causal inference problem, the solution can be

drawn from such framework. For instance, [18] have been used in order to account for selection bias in training and evaluation by proposing an inverse propensity scoring technique
for loss functions. [86] proposed a framework for accounting for unmeasured confounders
such as the exposure of the users.
Causal approaches have also been used to counteract popularity bias [90–92], expo-
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(a) Causal Graph for explaining the effect of selection (b) Causal Graph explaining the effect of conformity
bias
bias bias

(c) Causal graph explaining the effect of position bias

Figure 2.4. Causal graphs explaining different types of biases. U,I denotes the user
and item. S denotes the selection of the item, Y is the outcome or the rating, X is the
treatment, P is the popularity, Q is the position and E is the exposure
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sure bias [93,94] and unfairness in recommendations [95,96]. It has also been studied in the
context of online learning and reinforcement learning based recommender systems where
the aim is to evaluate the dynamic performance of the recommender system [97]

2.3.2

Limitation of previous bias research
A first limitation of the bias study in recommender systems is assuming that bias

present in the dataset is always harmful to the user. We argue that this bias can be
beneficial to certain users and we propose a personalized popularity bias by including a bias
component as a Multi-Task Learning problem. This provides better accuracy results than
previous approaches. Furthermore, bias in recommender systems has so far been studied in
an isolated manner. In fact, researchers isolate a particular bias such as selection bias or
popularity bias and then tailor a method to counteract this bias. Whereas, in real world
recommender system, these biases occur simultaneously and affect each other. For instance,
a user’s choice in clicking an item is both affected by the popularity and the exposure of the
user. Therefore, isolating these biases, although useful to gain a preliminary understanding
of their effect on the recommender system, can fail to model a more truthful scenario of the
practical use. We plan to tackle a multi-bias correction framework by combining the IPS
framework with our proposed popularity correction model and we propose a novel causal
inference framework in order to account for unmeasured confounders.

2.4

Summary
In this chapter, we summarized the different types of recommender systems. We

started by explaining collaborative filtering recommender systems and discussed their shortcomings. Then we described content based filtering methods while briefly mentioning hybrid
models. In the second part, we reviewed the literature on the problem of bias in recommender systems. We described the different types of biases in these systems ranging from
popularity bias and exposure bias to selection bias and diversity bias. We also highlighted
the limitations of previous bias research.
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CHAPTER 3
POPULARITY CORRECTION MATRIX FACTORIZATION (PCMF)
In this chapter, we propose a new methodology to mitigate popularity bias. We
start with the motivation and the problem description. Then, we present the notation and
the problem formulation. Next, we present a new approach to popularity bias correction
assuming that the data is affected only by popularity bias. Our method corrects for the
bias by learning a personalized popularity bias component in both the item embedding and
the user embedding. We finally present the results of an extensive experimental protocol to
study the performance of the model.

3.1

Motivation and Problem Description
The goal of a recommendation system is to predict users’ preferences in order to

recommend relevant items. Recommendation systems are known to suffer from extreme
popularity bias [16] [17], where popular items are recommended the most at the top of
the recommendation list, resulting in imbalanced training data. The problem stems from
the fact that popular items receive a higher number of clicks compared to long tail items.
This leads to highly unbalanced training data and to a training process that is biased
towards popular items. The fact that popular items receive more clicks does not imply
that all users are interested in popular items. In fact, the total number of interactions
is skewed towards popular items, but for a specific user, the percentage of popular items
that the user interacted with tends to vary from one user to another [16]. In addition,
the majority of traditional recommendation systems do not capture user-level conformity
bias. In this context, conformity bias stands for the user’s tendency to rate or like popular
items in a similar way to the majority of users, or possibly to align with the public opinion.
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For instance, [16] showed that the recommendation lists provided by Matrix Factorization
consist mainly of popular items, regardless of the user preference for popular items or long
tail items. This shows the disparity between the user’s conformity level and what the
recommender is delivering, which may hurt the user experience.

Figure 3.1. Decomposition of the true user representation into two main components. The
first component is User Preference which represents the user’s preference toward all items.
The second component (blue vector) is the user preference for popular items.
The users’ preferences for popular items vary from one user to the other. In fact,
users can have different levels of conformity bias. One user may have a higher preference
for popular items and may have a more agreeable personality. In this case, the popularity
bias actually benefits the user since it reflects her true interest in popular items. Other
users may prefer long tail items or niche items, in this case, recommending popular items
may degrade their user experience [98, 99].
Figure 3.1 shows a decomposition of the user preference in a two dimensional latent
space. We show that the true representation can be decomposed into a general preference
vector and a bias vector that represents the degree that the user likes popular items. Learning only the general preference of the user, or counteracting the popularity bias without
taking into account the relevance, will neglect an important component of the popularity
bias and might hurt the performance of the model. On another hand, ignoring the pop27

ularity bias of the system will underfit the general preference of the user and will learn a
representation that is biased toward the popularity bias component. In addition to that,
conformity bias does not vary only between users, it also varies for the same user depending on the items’ categories. For example, a user may be interested in documentaries and
keen about finding ”hidden gems” in this category. On the other hand, when it comes to
romantic movies, she enjoys watching popular ones.
Previous work [8] [100] [101] has mainly focused on removing popularity bias without
focusing on the users’ possible varying preference for certain popular items. One of the most
popular methods is inverse propensity scoring [100] which re-weights the items during the
training based on their popularity. Long tail items weights are higher than popular items.
The latter approach treats the popularity bias from the items’ perspective. In this work, we
look at the popularity bias from the users’ perspective. Other studies [8] [101] focused on
removing popularity bias by learning causal embeddings that are able to detect the underling
cause of clicks. In those studies, popularity bias was considered harmful and the ultimate
goal was to remove it. In our work, we advocate that popularity bias can be beneficial when
studied from the user ’s perspective. For example, if the user has a high conformity bias
and enjoys popular items, recommending popular items to them would provide a better
user experience. Our work focuses on detecting nuance in the user’s conformity bias within
item categories as well. Our goal is to improve the recommendation accuracy and to correct
for popularity bias with respect to users’ preference.
Motivated by the difference between users’ conformity levels, we propose the Popularity Correction Matrix Factorization (PCMF) algorithm that learns the user’s interest
by disentangling conformity and relevance using a personalized multi-objective framework.
This work falls into mitigating popularity bias during the recommendation stage.
Our main contributions are the following:
• We propose a new popularity bias correction matrix factorization method (PCMF)
that learns a popularity-aware embedding for users and items to capture the user’s
bias towards different group of items, as well as a user-personalized bias vector to cap28

ture the level of conformity bias among different users. We integrate the popularity
component in the learning process in order to learn more accurate and diverse embeddings. PCMF learns tailored or personalized recommendations that capture the user
interest as well as her preference for popular items across different group of items. Our
approach is modular and thus can be adapted to recommendation algorithms other
than MF.
• We performed an extensive empirical experiments to test our proposed approach. Our
results show that PCMF outperformed state of the art models in terms of recommendation accuracy, correcting for the popularity bias, and increasing the diversity of the
recommendations. Our model showed a better generalization ability when tested on
intervened test data (i.e., the popularity distribution in the test data is different form
the training data).

3.2

Popularity Bias Correction Matrix Factorization (PCMF)
In this section, we present a detailed description of each component of our proposed

Popularity Correction Matrix Factorization. The goal is to provide the user with accurate
recommendations and to provide a personalized correction for the popularity bias for each
user. Figure 3.2 shows an overview of the model architecture. PCMF is composed of 3 main
components:
• The first module is responsible for learning the user’s relevance embedding. The true
ratings are used to learn the user interest by learning user and item embeddings. This
module recovers classic Matrix Factorization.
• The second module is responsible for learning the conformity embedding. The popularity matrix is used to learn the embedding. The popularity matrix consists of the
popularity of each item that the user has rated. The embedding will capture the user’s
preference for popular items across item categories.
• The predicted ratings are obtained using a linear combination of the item’s popularity
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Figure 3.2. Popularity Bias Correction Matrix Factorization (PCMF). The first module
denotes the relevance embedding. The second module denotes the conformity embedding,
i.e., it is learned from the popularity matrix. The linear combination of the relevance score
and the conformity score constructs the predicted rating. Each task has its corresponding
loss function. A multi-task learning framework is used to predict ratings from the relevance
and conformity embeddings
and relevance. We assume that the users’ interactions with a popular item may be
motivated by the users’ true interest in the item or the other users’ opinion about
the item. The idea here is to disentangle the conformity and interest, whereas in
classic matrix factorization, both entities are entangled. Given that the preference
for popularity varies among users, we learn a personalized linear combination for each
user.
• We use a multi-task learning framework to find a trade-off between learning the conformity embedding, the relevance embedding and the personalized bias correction
vector.
In the following sections, we will describe each component of the PCMF architecture
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in detail. Finally, we will describe our experimental protocol and present our empirical
results on two real world datasets.

3.2.1

Notation and Problem Formulation
We start by defining the notation for a recommender system with explicit feedback

data (i.e., ratings). Let U be set of the users with m = |U | being the number of users, and
let I be the set of items where n = |I| is the number of items. Let R be the rating matrix
where each entry rui represents the rating assigned by user u to item i. An entry rui > 0
indicates that user u rated item i. An entry rui = 0 does not necessary mean that user u
is not interested in item i. It means that the item has not been observed. We introduce a
matrix Ou,i ∈ {0, 1} where each entry denotes if user u has been exposed to item i. Ou,i = 1
means that the user has been exposed to item i, whereas Ou,i = 0 means that the user
has not been exposed to item i. Each entry Ou,i is a Bernoulli random variable indicating
whether a user u has been exposed to an item i.

3.2.2

Learning Conformity Embedding
In this section, we discuss how to learn the nuances of the user’s conformity bias

across diverse item groups. For example, in an e-commerce setting, a user may have a
different sense of fashion and tend to like non-popular items. On the other hand, the
user may like to purchase popular items when it comes to electronics. The user tendency
towards clicking on popular items may vary depending on the item group. In fact, if the
user’s previous interactions consist mainly of long tail items, we can infer that the user
likes to seek out niche items within a certain group. On the other hand, if the user clicks
prominently on popular items, we can infer that the user has a preference for popular
items and has a high level of conformity bias. Let P op be the popularity matrix of size
(m = |U | , n = |I|), where each entry popu,i represents the popularity of an item i clicked
by user u. The entity popu,i can be computed using the following equation 3.1:
popu,i =

X
u∈U
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1Ru,i >0

(3.1)

Notation

Definition

U

Set of users

m

Number of users |U |

I

Set of items to be recommended

n

Number of items |I|

O

Binary Observation matrix indicating if user u observed item i

R
b
R

Rating matrix where ru,i is the rating of user u to item i

P op

Predicted rating matrix
Popularity matrix where popu,i is the popularity of item i
clicked by user u

Pd
op

Predicted popularity matrix

S

User conformity embedding

V

Item popularity embedding

P

User embedding

Q

Item embedding

αu , βu

Personalized bias parameter vectors

γ

L2-Regularization weights

λ

Hyperparameter controlling the personalized linear combination between relevance
and conformity

η

Learning rate

Iu

Recommended list to user u
TABLE 3.1
Notation and Definitions - Chapter 3

The popularity of an item is defined as the number of interactions the item gets from all
the users. The popularity scores popu,i are then bucketed into five intervals using their
percentiles [per1 , per2 , per3 , per4 , per5 ]. An index of 1 denotes the less popular items and an
index of 5 denotes the most popular items. Let f be a mapping function where f : popu,i →
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. We suggest learning embeddings that capture the user’s conformity spectrum.
The idea is to project users that have similar levels of conformity for a certain group of items
closer to each other in the embedding space. For instance, the users that have a preference
for niche items within several categories will be considered similar even though they might
have different interests. For example one may have a preference for horror movies and
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the other may have a preference for romantic movies. However, if two users have similar
preference for niche items within the same group of items, then they will be closer in the
embedding space compared to the latter example. This might sound counter-intuitive to
the recommender system goal. In the next section, we will describe how to capture the
user interest as well. In this section, we want to capture the user’s conformity bias levels
for different item groups. In order to learn the conformity embedding, we propose to use
matrix factorization where the input is the popularity matrix P op. Equation 3.2 gives the
loss function to learn the popularity embedding:
LConf ormity (Pd
op) =

1
|{(u, i) : Ou,i = 1}|

X

(popu,i −su .viT )2 +γ(ksu k2 +kvi k2 ) (3.2)

(u,i):Ou,i =1

where S represents the users’ conformity embedding, V represents the items’ similarity
embedding in terms of popularity. ksu k2 , kvi k2 denote the regularization terms which are
weighted by parameter γ to control for overfitting. Representing the user’s conformity using
an embedding is more accurate than using simple scalar scores, as was done by previous
studies [100] [9] which mitigated popularity bias by re-weighting the observed rating using
Inverse Propensity Scoring (IPS). This is because the IPS scores are user-independent and
rely only on the item popularity scores. In other words, they assume that all users have
the same behavior towards popular items and the same level of conformity bias towards all
items. A learned embedding provides a richer representation of the user’s conformity bias
spectrum and enables the system to capture the different nuances of user conformity.

3.2.3

Disentangling Conformity and Relevance
The user clicks are influenced by popularity and true relevance. A good recommender

system should be able to capture the general interest of the user. Motivated by the fact
that user clicks are influenced by conformity and interest, we propose that the rating can be
decomposed into an entity quantifying the true relevance and an other entity quantifying
the influence of the popularity on the user’s click. In order to do this, we represent the
c u,i and a conformity
predicted rating rbu,i as the linear combination of a relevance score rel
score pd
opu,i , as shown in equation 3.3. These terms are further weighted by parameters αu
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and γu . Which are learnable parameters that personalize the degree of a user’s conformity
bias toward popular items.

c u,i + αu pd
rbu,i = βu rel
opu,i
c u,i = pu .q T
rel
i

(3.3)

pd
opu,i = su .viT
The conformity score su .viT is computed using the conformity embedding from the previous
section. Let us suppose that a user has a preference for long tail items, which would mean
a low conformity score su .viT . The interaction is more probably a representation of her true
interest in the item. Thus, the relevance score pu .qiT would be high. Equation 3.4 shows a
loss function to capture the relevance:

b =
Lrelevance (R)

1
|{(u, i) : Ou,i = 1}|

X

[ru,i −(βu pu .qiT +αu su .viT )]2 +γ(kpu k2 +kqi k2 )

(u,i):Ou,i =1

(3.4)
Where R is the rating matrix, su and vi are the conformity embeddings from the
previous section, αu , βu are personalized trade-off parameter controlling the relative contribution of the relevance component pu .qiT and the popularity component su .viT for each
user. The parameter γ controls the L2-regularization terms kpu k and kqi k. In the inference
phase, the relevance of the items and the user-specific conformity bias are used to compute
the final recommendations. This means that the items are recommended in descending
order of their ru,i
ˆ , calculated using Eq. 3.3.

3.2.4

Multi-task Learning
b matrix. In this
During the learning phase, our goal is to learn to predict the rating R

case, we have two tasks to optimize: learning the conformity embedding and learning the
true relevance. The two tasks will be learnt simultaneously since they mutually improve
each other. The parameter λ controls for the trade-off between learning the conformity
embedding and the relevance embedding, λ ∈ [0, 1]. The loss function can formally be
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written as follows:
b Pd
b + λLconf ormity (Pd
Lclicks (R,
op) = Lrelevance (R)
op)

(3.5)

λ can be seen as a parameter controlling for the importance of conformity bias. The
conformity bias importance could depend on the application domain, such as book recommendation or movie recommendation. λ equals 1 means the predicted rating is based only
on conformity bias. When λ equals 0, the algorithm is equivalent to traditional matrix factorization (MF). For the learning step, Stochastic Gradient Descent can be used to search
for the optimal parameters. The update equations to compute the embeddings for relevance
and conformity, and to learn the personalized bias weights, can be derived to result in the
following.
(t)

(t)

(t)
T
p(t+1)
← p(t)
bu,i ) + 2γ p(t)
u
u − η[−2βu (qi ) (ru,i − r
u ]
(t+1)

qi

(t)

(t)

(t)

← qi − η[−2βu(t) p(t)
bu,i ) + 2γ qi
u (ru,i − r
(t)

(t)

(t)

(3.6)

]

(3.7)

(t)

(3.8)

T
s(t+1)
← s(t)
d
opu,i ) − 2αu(t) (vi )T (ru,i − rbu,i ) + 2γ s(t)
u
u − η[−2λ(vi ) (popu,i − p
u ]
(t+1)

vi

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

← vi − η[−2λsi (popu,i − pd
opu,i ) − 2αu(t) si (ru,i − rbu,i ) + 2γ vi

]

(3.9)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(3.10)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(3.11)

αu(t+1) ← αu(t) − η[−2si (vi )T (ru,i − rbu,i )]
βu(t+1) ← βu(t) − η[−2pi (qi )T (ru,i − rbu,i )]

Algorithm 3.1 describes the steps of the PCMF approach. To reduce the number of
parameter of our model and mitigate the risk of overfitting, we use the relation αu = 1 − βu
in our model implementation.

3.3

Experimental Results
In this chapter, we will test the performance of our Popularity bias Correction Ma-

trix Factorization (PCMF) algorithm. We test our method on real-world datasets and
compare its performance to widely used baselines. We design our experiments to evaluate
the effectiveness of our proposed approaches at providing accurate recommendation as well
as correcting for popularity bias. The research questions we aim to answer are:
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Algorithm 3.1 Popularity bias Correction Matrix Factorization (PCMF)
Input: Rating matrix R : {ru,i : (u, i) ∈ O}, Popularity matrix P op : {popu,i : (u, i) ∈ O},
Regularization parameter γ, Trade-off parameter λ
Output: User Conformity latent factors S1:U , V1:I , User relevance latent factors P1:U , Q1:I ,
Personalized bias vector αu , βu
Randomly initialize S1:U , V1:I , P1:U , Q1:I , αu , βu
while not converged do
for u ← 1 : U do
Update S1:U , P1:U using Eq 3.8 & Eq 3.6
Update α1:U , β1:U using Eq 3.10 & Eq 3.11
end for
for i ← 1 : I do
Update V1:I , Q1:I using Eq 3.9 & Eq 3.7
end for
end while
return S1:U , P1:U , V1:I , Q1:I
• RQ1: How does our proposed approach PCMF compare to other state-of the art
methods in terms of performance on predicting recommendation relevance?
• RQ2: How does our proposed approach PCMF compare to other state-of the art
methods in terms of promoting diverse non-popular items?
• RQ3: How does our proposed approach PCMF generalize on test data with different
popularity distributions?
• RQ4: What do the relevance and popularity embeddings learn in the latent space?
• RQ5: What is the role of the personalized bias parameter vector αu in predicting
relevant and diverse recommendations?
• RQ6: What is the role of the added conformity embedding loss and how does the
Relevance-Conformity tradeoff parameter λ affect the recommendation performance?
We start by describing the experimental setting including the data used, the metrics,
the baselines and the experimental set-up. Then, we will present the performance evaluation of our popularity bias correction approach in order to answer the research questions
RQ1-RQ6. We start with an empirical evaluation of the popularity bias severity in recommendation systems, specifically matrix factorization (MF). To do so, we start by grouping
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the items into five buckets based on their popularity using percentiles. We predict the
percentage of the items in each group by dividing by the total number of items. Then, we
count the average frequency of each group in the recommended lists provided by traditional
Matrix Factorization (MF) using the Movielens 100k dataset. Figure 3.3 shows that MF
suffers from a severe popularity bias. Group 5 represents the most popular items. Even
though items belonging to group 5 are less than 1% of the data, they are recommended the
most frequently. On average, 50% of the top 20 recommendation lists are popular items.
On the other hand, long tail items, representing more than 60% (i.e. the majority) of the
data, appear in less than 1% in the recommendation lists.

Figure 3.3. Items in the Movielens 100k dataset are divided into five groups depending
on their popularity level using percentiles. The least popular items belong to group 1 and
the most popular items belong to group 5. The blue bars represent the percentage of
each group in the data. As expected, long tail items represents the majority of the data
and popular items represents a small fraction of the data. The yellow bars represent the
average percentage of each group in the recommendation lists of size 20 computed by Matrix
Factorization (MF). Popular items are recommended the most despite being less than 1%
of the data. This graph shows that MF suffers from a severe popularity bias.
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3.3.1

Experimental Setting

3.3.1.1

Datasets:

We use two publicly available datasets in order to evaluate the performance of our
models.
• Movielens-100K1 : A movie rating dataset with ratings from 1 to 5. The data
includes around 100k ratings collected from 943 users for 1682 movies. The data
sparsity is 95%.
• Movielens-1M2 : A larger version of the Movielens 100K with 1M ratings, 6000 users,
and 4000 items. We use it to evaluate the applicability of the model on larger datasets.
Table 3.2 shows the different statistics of the used datasets. We filtered out users that have
less 20 interactions which allows for reducing the sparsity of the data and learning better
embeddings.
TABLE 3.2
Dataset Statistics
Data

3.3.1.2

Users

Movielens-100K

943

Movielens-1M

6000

Items
1682
4000

Interactions

Sparsity

100k

93.7%

1M

95.7%

Metrics:

Our goal is to measure the performance of our model on three tasks: the rating
prediction performance, the recommendation performance, and the ability of the model
to recommend diverse items, i.e. less popular items. In order to evaluate the prediction
performance of the model, we used the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) defined in equation
3.12, where N is the number of ratings in the test set. The lower the RMSE, the better.
1
2

https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/
https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/
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s

P

b =
RM SE(R, R)

(ru,i − rbu,i )2
N

(3.12)

In order to evaluate the quality of the recommended list ranking, we will use the following metrics: Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG@K), Precision@k, and
Recall@K. We compute NDCG@K using equation 3.13:

N DCG@K =

DCG@K
IDCG@K

K
X
2reli − 1
DCG@K =
log2 (i + 1)

(3.13)

i=1

IDCG@K stands for the DCG@K for the ideal ranking. K stands for the length of the
recommended list and i is item rank. The NDCG penalizes relevant items being ranked lower
in the list. Hence, the higher the NDCG@K is the better the ranking is. Precision@K is
computed using 3.14:

P recision@K =

|{relevant items @K}

T

{retrieved items @K}|
|K|

(3.14)

Precision@K estimates how many relevant items are in the recommendation list of length
K. The higher the precision the better the ranking is. Recall@K is the fraction of relevant
items that have been retrieved in the list of length K. The higher the recall the better
the ranking is

T
|{relevant items @K} {retrieved items @K}|
Recall@K =
|{relevant items}|

(3.15)

To evaluate the popularity in the recommended lists, we use the Average Popularity. popi
in equation 3.16 refers to the popularity of item i computed using equation 3.1. Our goal
is to reduce the number of popular items in Iu . Hence, the lower the average popularity,
the better the model is at reducing popularity bias.

Avg P op =

1 X 1 X
popi
|U |
|Iu |
u∈U
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i∈Iu

(3.16)

We user Intra-list Diversity (ILD) [102] to measure the diversity within the recommended
list. The individual intra-list diversity is computed as the average of the pairwise distances
between items belonging to the recommended list Iu . Individual ILD is used to measure the
diversity within a recommended list for user u and to measure the novelty as well. ILD is
computed using equation 3.17, where dist stands for the cosine based distance (1 - cosine).
The higher the IDL is the better the recommendation list is in terms of diversity.

ILD =

1 X
1
|U |
|Iu |(1 − |Iu |)
u∈U

X

dist(ik , ij )

(3.17)

(ik ,ij )∈Iu

We used the minimum intra-list diversity (Min-ILD) as well, which is the minimum individual intra-list diversity computed using equation ??.

M inILD = minu∈U


 X


(ik ,ij )∈Iu

3.3.1.3

dist(ik , ij ),




(3.18)



Baselines:

We compare our method to four collaborative filtering approaches: ItemPop [103],
Matrix Factorization (MF) [57], Matrix Factorization with Inverse Propensity weights (IPSMF) [100], and Multi Armed Bandits (MAB) [104].
• ItemPop [103]: ItemPop is a non-personalized recommendation method that recommends to the user the most popular item. We use it as a benchmark for performance.
• Matrix Factorization (MF) [57]: Matrix factorization is a popular CF technique
that learns an embedding of users and items by decomposing the rating matrix into
two embedding vectors. It uses the dot product to map the embedding to predicted
ratings.
• IPS-MF [100]: Inverse propensity Matrix factorization is an unbiased MF model
where the observed ratings for popular items are down-weighted since they have higher
probability of being observed. Our goal here is to compare simple scalar based (score)
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debiasing to embeddings that capture the user’s personalized tendency to interact
with popular items.
• Multi Armed Bandits (MAB) [104]: Multi-Armed Bandits (MAB) is a popular
post-processing method that introduces exploration to the final recommendations by
introducing noise into the dataset.

3.3.1.4

Experimental set-up:

In this section, we describe our experimental set-up. We start with the data splitting
process. Then, we describe the data pre-processing procedure. Finally, we describe the
hyper-parameter tuning process and present the hyper-parameters used to train Popularity
Correction Matrix Factorization (PCMF).

Data splitting: The ideal set-up to evaluate the model’s ability to remove bias is to
test it on an unbiased dataset. In this case, all the items in the test set should have a
uniform probability of being observed by the user. Collecting the test data in real-life
is challenging. For instance, providing users with random recommendations will typically
degrade the user experience. Similar to [8] [9], we created an intervened dataset to simulate
the latter scenario. We called the test data in this scenario the Skew data. For a better
evaluation, We will test our model in two settings as explained below. The first setting,
called the regular setting, is the traditional recommender system evaluation set-up. The
second setting is the intervened setting, using the Skew test data.
• Regular: The data is randomly split into 70% training, 10%validation, and 20%
test. Note that in this setting the training, validation, and test data have the same
popularity distribution.
• Skew: The model is evaluated on a skewed test data, simulating the random-off policy.
We started by constructing our test and validation data by sampling 30% of the full
data where each item has a probability of the inverse popularity of being selected.
This means highly popular items have a lower chance of being selected in the test
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data. For instance, if an item is 10 times more popular than the least popular item,
then it would have a 0.1 probability of being selected in the test data. The popularity
of an item popi is the number of times an item has been rated. Let P (i ∈ T ) be
the probability of item i being selected in the test data. Equation 3.19 shows how to
compute P (i ∈ T ).
X

popi =

1Ou,i >0

u∈U

(3.19)

minj∈I (popj )
P (i ∈ T ) =
popi
In order to limit the number of new items in the test data, we cap the probability of
an item being selected in the test set to 0.9. In other words, the least popular items
that have P (i ∈ T ) > 0.9 are set to P (i ∈ T ) = 0.9. So, the least popular items
are present in the training data as well. Note that the popularity distribution in the
training data is different from that in the validation and test data. The remaining
70% of the data represent the training data.

Data Prepossessing:

The popularity matrix, as defined by equation 3.1, denotes the

average item popularity computed by counting the number of interactions each item gets.
Note that the range of the popularity scores is different from the rating range which may
cause the loss function to be biased towards the popularity embedding reconstruction. To
avoid this problem which risks leading to a vanishing contribution of the rating reconstruction loss, we split the popularity scores into five buckets based on their percentiles
[per1 , per2 , per3 , per4 , per5 ]. Then, the least popular item will have a score 1 and the most
popular item will have a score 5. This results in scaled popularity scores which range between 1 and 5 just like the ratings. As a result, the rating and popularity loss components
will end up contributing equally to the combined loss.

Hyper-parameter tuning:

Hyper-parameter tuning for all baselines was done using

Optuna [105] employing a Tree-structured Parzen Estimator as a sampler. The hyperparameter tuning was done using 10% validation data. The hyper-parameters to tune
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are: the relevance embedding’s latent dimensionality, the conformity embedding’s latent
dimensionality, the weight parameter λ, the gradient update’s learning rate, and the L2
regularization weight. We varied the learning rate between [0.001, 0.1]. The embedding
dimension sizes varied in {8, 16, 32, 64, 128} for the relevance and conformity embedding,
separately. This means that each embedding can have a different dimensionality. We varied
the trade-off parameter λ in [0.1, 1] and the L2 regularization weight in [0.0001, 0.1]. The
baselines are tuned using the same strategy for a fair comparison. For the optimizer, we
chose between Adam [106] and the Adaptive Gradient Algorithm (Adagrad) [107]. We
varied the batch size in {64, 128, 256, 512}. We selected the hyper-parameters based on
the evolution of root mean square error (RMSE) on the validation dataset. Note that each
of the baselines was trained using the hyper-parameters providing its own best results.

3.3.2

Performance Evaluation of PCMF in the Regular Setting
In this section, we will answer the first two research questions RQ1 and RQ2. We

report PCMF’s performance results on the Movielens-100k and Movielens-1M data sets
in the regular setting (where the data is used as is and not skewed to reflect bias). The
convergence of the algorithm is declared when the RMSE on the validation set does not
decrease for five epochs. We run each experiment 5 times and we report the mean and
the standard deviation. First, we evaluate the model on the recommendation performance
which includes the rating prediction accuracy and the ranking quality. Second, we evaluate
the model on the popularity bias correction task. The values in bold denote a significant
improvement (p − values < 0.05).

RQ1: How does our proposed approach compare to other state-of the art methods in terms of recommendation relevance performance? To answer this question,
we investigate the recommendation accuracy metrics on two real world datasets, Movielens100K and Movielens-1M, as shown in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, respectively.
• Results on Movielens-100K: our model outperforms the baselines in terms of
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TABLE 3.3
Accuracy performance of PCMF compared to different baseline on Movielens-100K. We observe that our model has higher RMSE and Precision while having comparable performance
in terms of ranking precision, NDCG and RMSE.
Dataset

Movielens-100K - Regular Setting

Metric

RMSE

Precision @5

Recall@5

NDCG@5

MF

0.94 +/- 0.002

0.22 +/- 0.004

0.6 +/-0.013

0.81 +/1 0.002

IPSMF

0.95 +/- 0.008

0.33 +/- 0.003

0.63 +/- 0.014

0.83 +/- 0.004

ItemPop

NA

0.28

0.5

0.8

PCMF

0.91 +/- 0.001

0.348 +/- 0.002

0.625 +/- 0.012

0.83+/- 0.003

TABLE 3.4
Accuracy performance of PCMF compared to different baselines on Movielens-1M. We notice that our model outperforms all the baselines on all the performance metrics
Dataset

Movielens-1M - Regular Setting

Metric

RMSE

Precision @5

Recall@5

NDCG@5

MF

1.15 +/- 0.006

0.39+/- 0.001

0.43 +/-0.001

0.76 +/- 0.008

IPSMF

1.1 +/- 5e-06

0.29 +/-

0.38 +/- 0.0003

0.69 +/- 0.005

ItemPop

NA

0.34

0.39

0.75

PCMF

0.91 +/- 0.004

0.42 +/- 0.005

0.46 +/- 0.006

0.77 +/- 0.001

RMSE and precision. PCMF improved the ranking precision by 58% compared to Matrix Factorization (MF) and by 6% compared to IPSMF. PCMF gives better NDCG
compared to MF, and comparable results to IPSMF. In terms of recall, PCMF provides the second best performance after IPSMF. However, the performance on the
recall of PCMF is better than MF. Overall, PCMF provides better results in terms of
recommendation ranking quality on Movielens-100K.
• Results on Movielens-1M: PCMF shows similar performance compared to Movielens100K. Our model outperforms the baselines on all recommendation accuracy metrics.
Compared to the state-of-the art bias correction model IPSMF, our model improved
the precision by 45%, the recall by 20% and NDCG by 10%.
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To summarize, PCMF outperformed baselines in terms of recommendation quality
on both Movielens-1M and Movielens-100K. Based on these results, we conclude that our
model learns more accurate embeddings through modelling the preference of the user to
popular items. We also notice that our model outperforms both MF and IPSMF in terms
of rating prediction and ranking performance. Which means that adding the popularity
correction component helps predict both accurate rankings and accurate ratings.

RQ2: How does our proposed approach compare to other state-of the art methods in terms of promoting diverse non-popular items? To answer this question, we
investigate the bias metrics on two real world datasets, Movielens-100K and Movielens-1M
as shown in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 respectively.
• Results on Movielens-100K: In terms of popularity bias correction, PCMF reduced
the average popularity by 20% compared to MF. This means that our model recommends more accurate long tail items making the recommendation lists not dominated
by popular items. PCMF provides more diverse and novel recommendation lists. In
fact, PCMF increased the novelty by 9% in terms of ILD compared to MF and MF
+ MAB; and by 12% compared to IPSMF.
• Results on Movielens-1M: Similar performance has been achieved on the ML-1M
dataset. PCMF reduces the average popularity by 42% compared to MF and MF +
MAB, and by 50% compared to IPSMF. In terms of diversity, PCMF increased the
diversity by 20% on average compared to the baselines.
Overall, PCMF succeeded to significantly decrease the popularity bias of the recommender
system. It also outperformed other debiasing strategies such Multi-Armed Bandits and
Inverse Propensity weighting on several bias metrics. Although our model is not designed
to specifically reduce popularity bias, it manages to keep a low level of bias (in terms of
popularity and diversity) in both datasets.
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TABLE 3.5
Bias results on Movielens 100K using a random split. We notice that our method manages
to have comparable performance compared to MAB which is a post-processing method
Dataset

Movielens - 100K - Regular Setting

Metric

Avg Pop

ILD

MILD

Gini

MF

0.26 +/- 0.01

0.6 +/- 0.01

0.33 +/- 0.008

0.18 +/- 0.005

MF + MAB

0.17 +/- 0.002

0.6 +/- 0.015

0.4 +/- 0.02

0.264 +/- 0.007

IPSMF

0.22 +/- 0.011

0.58 +/- 0.008

0.356 +/- 0.012

0.167 +/- 0.004

ItemPop

0.44

0.51

0.25

0.03

PCMF

0.21 +/- 0.002

0.65 +/- 0.007

0.38 +/- 0.004

0.19 +/- 0.006

TABLE 3.6
Bias results on Movielens 1M dataset. We notice that our method manages to outperform
all the baselines in terms of decreasing the average popularity and increasing the diversity
of the recommendations.
Dataset

3.3.3

Movielens - 1M - Regular Setting

Metric

Avg Pop

ILD

MILD

Gini

MF

0.35 ± 0.002

0.51 ± 0.002

0.34 ± 0.004

0.08 ± 0.002

MF + MAB

0.35 ± 0.005

0.52 ± 0.004

0.378 ± 0.003

0.07 ± 0.002

IPSMF

0.44

0.51

0.25

0.03

ItemPop

0.39

0.47

0.26

0.03

PCMF

0.2 ± 0.004

0.61 ± 0.005

0.4 ± 0.004

0.13 ± 0.006

Performance Evaluation of PCMF on the Skew data Setting
In this section, we want to answer RQ3. The main goal is to test whether our

method can perform well with a heavily biased dataset. Hence, this experiment will mimic
a real world scenario. In fact, in the real world, there is always a distribution shift that
makes the test data differ in distribution from the training data. In our experiment, the
skew test data has more unpopular items than the training data, and hence the popularity
distribution of the test is different from that of the training set. In fact, if the model
manages to generalize on the test data, then this would demonstrate the robustness of our
approach and its generalization ability even for unpopular and new items.
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RQ3: How does our proposed approach PCMF generalize on test data with
different popularity distribution? Table 3.7 and Table 3.8 list the results that answer
this question. In fact we notice that the Skew setting challenge resulted in a drop in accuracy
for all the other methods. However, our model maintains its superior accuracy compared
to the other baselines. Our method has a 20% better recall and 20% better RMSE with an
increase in the NDCG which shows a superior ranking performance.
TABLE 3.7
Accuracy performance of PCMF compared to different baseline on Movielens-100K using a
skew split setting challenge. We observe that our model has a higher accuracy performance
compared to previous approaches. This indicates that our model is able to learn accurate
embeddings to represent the preference of the user and has a better generalisation ability
Dataset

Movielens-100K - Skew Setting Challenge

Metric

RMSE

Precision @5

Recall@5

NDCG@5

MF

1.19 +/- 0.006

0.27 +/- 0.001

0.5 +/-0.005

0.76 +/- 0.009

IPSMF

0.98 +/- 0.004

0.3 +/- 0.003

0.58 +/- 0.004

0.77 +/- 0.001

ItemPop

NA

0.35

0.41

0.71

PCMF

0.95 +/- 0.001

0.3 +/- 0.003

0.59 +/- 0.006

0.78 +/- 0.001

In terms of bias (Table 3.8), we notice that our proposed algorithm, PCMF, outperforms all other debiasing approaches and has the highest diversity score in terms of
Intra-List Diversity (ILD) and Min-Intra-List-Diversity (MILD). PCMF also has a similar
coverage of popular items compared to IPSMF. These results show that our method learns
an accurate representation of the users even if the distribution of the future data is different
from the one used in training. This is useful to gauge the performance of PCMF in the
challenging realistic scenario of distribution shift and shows higher robustness.

3.3.4

PCMF Learned Embedding
In this section, we investigate RQ4. We mainly want to know what is captured by

the embedding that is learned by our PCMF model.
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TABLE 3.8
Bias results on Movielens-100K using a skew split setting challenge. We notice that our
method manages to have comparable performance to IPSMF in terms of average popularity
and outperforms other baselines in terms of diversity.
Dataset

Movielens-100K Skew Setting Challenge

Metric

Avg Pop

ILD

MILD

Gini

MF

0.3 +/- 0.006

0.57 +/- 0.009

0.32 +/- 0.007

0.16 +/- 0.004

MF + MAB

0.3 +/- 0.005

0.57 +/- 0.007

0.32 +/- 0.003

0.16 +/- 0.003

IPSMF

0.2 +/- 0.002

0.58 +/- 0.01

0.36 +/- 0.001

0.17 +/- 0.006

ItemPop

0.46

0.45

0.24

0.04

PCMF

0.2 +/- 0.002

0.65 +/- 0.007

0.4 +/- 0.004

0.23 +/- 0.006

RQ4: What do the relevance and popularity embeddings learn in the latent
space? In figure 3.4, we project all the users into a compressed representation using
TSNE [108] on a two dimensional space. In fact, we see that our model learns two kinds of
information, one that is captured by the popularity embedding and another that is captured
by the relevance embedding. This is in contrast to Matrix Factorization (MF), where all the
embeddings are covering a single dimension. This shows that learning a second embedding
from the popularity information in the data can help capture an additional dimension of
the user preference.
In Figure 3.5, we plot the representation of items on a two dimensional space using
the embeddings that are learned by the popularity component of our model. We also color
code the points so that items with higher popularity scores will have a darker color. We
notice how the embeddings learn the popularity of items by clustering together items with
similar popularity. Basically, this shows that if two items are close to each other in the latent
space, then the items will have similar popularity scores. This again shows the ability of
incorporating the popularity information of the items in the model without explicitly using
it as a feature.
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Figure 3.4. Representation of user embeddings on a two dimensional space. We notice that
our model learns two different dimensions referring to the preference toward popular items
and the general interest of the user
3.3.5

Ablation Study
In this section, we are interested in answering RQ5 and RQ6. We start by in-

vestigating the usefulness of including a learnable personalized parameter αu compared to
a constant hyperparameter for all users. Then we study the effect of λ as a balancing
parameter for the multitask learning.

RQ5: What is the role of the personalized-parameter αu in predicting relevant
and diverse recommendations? To answer this question, we use a constant α as a
hyperparameter instead of a user personalized learnable vector. This means that all users
will have the same balance between popularity preference and relevance. Table 3.9 shows
the results of both variants of the model. We notice that a personalized αu yields a better
accuracy compared to the non-personalized variation. We also notice that using a constant α
returns better bias which is expected since the lower accuracy means that more exploration is
introduced into the results. Hence, the personalized αu is an additional learnable parameter
that helps learn a personalized preference for popular items for each user.
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Figure 3.5. Representation of the learned popularity embedding of the items, color-coded to
represent the popularity of the items. We notice that popular items are clustered together,
meaning that our model is able to capture such a property through the embeddings
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0.16 +/- 0.022
0.2 +/- 0.004

PCMF

Avg Pop

PCMF - Constant alpha

Metric

Dataset

0.61 +/- 0.005

0.74 +/- 0.009

ILD
0.4 +/- 0.004

0.48 +/- 0.019

MILD

Bias Metrics

0.13 +/- 0.006

0.2 +/- 0.034

Gini
0.91 +/- 0.001

1 +/- 0.01

RMSE

Movielens - 100K

0.348 +/- 0.002

0.625 +/- 0.012

0.57 +/- 0.01

R@5

Accuracy Metrics
0.3 +/- 0.01

P@5

0.83 +/- 0.003

0.8 +/- 0.002

NDCG@5

Comparing a different variation of PCMF using a constant lambda as a trade-off parameter. We notice that using a constant lambda
yields better debiasing metrics but only at the expense of a significant drop in accuracy. This shows that learning a personalized
popularity preference gives more relevant results.

TABLE 3.9

RQ6: What is the role of the added conformity embedding and how does the
trade-off parameter λ effect the recommendation performance? In order to study
the effect of the added conformity embedding, we monitored the performance of the PCMF
algorithm while varying the trade-off parameter λ. We vary λ in [0, 1] and we report RMSE,
NDCG, precision, recall, and the average popularity. Figure 3.6 shows the results. Figure 3.6
(a) shows that the RMSE increased when λ increased. Increasing λ means that we attribute
the majority of the predicted ratings to conformity at the expense of relevance. This leads
to deteriorating the rating prediction, as is shown by the decrease in the RMSE. Figure
3.6 (b) shows the effect of varying λ on NDCG. Similar to the RMSE, NDCG decreases
when the recommendation is based on the conformity and not on the relevance. In fact,
when λ increases, the contribution of learning the relevance embedding to the loss function
decreases and the convergence of the algorithm is biased towards optimizing the conformity
embedding loss. We noticed a similar behavior for the Precision and Recall metrics, as
shown in Figure 3.6 (c) and Figure 3.6 (d). We noticed, however, that the decrease in
precision and recall is not as fast as the one we observed with RMSE and NDCG. This
means that for a range of λ, we can decrease the popularity bias without loosing much in
terms of accuracy. Figure 3.6 (e) shows the effect of varying λ on the average popularity.
As expected, the higher λ is, the higher the penalization when recommending popular
items. It means that the weight we attribute to the relevance embedding is low during the
training. As a result, the recommendations are getting closer to random recommendations
which leads to less popularity bias. To conclude, for a range of λ, PCMF is able to reduce
popularity bias without affecting the ranking accuracy. This range varies depending on the
application and the data, and λ needs to be tuned to control the trade-off between accuracy
and bias correction.
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(a) Effect of λ on the RMSE

(b) Effect of λ on the NDCG.

(c) Effect of λ on the Precision.

(d) Effect of λ on the Recall.

(e) Effect of λ on the Average Popularity.

Figure 3.6. Effect of varying parameter λ on the different evaluation metrics. We
observe that for λ ∈ [0.1, 0.3], PCMF decreases the average popularity significantly without decreasing the precision and the recall of the recommendation.
Recall that the parameter λ controls the trade-off between recommendation
accuracy and bias correction
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3.4

Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel approach to learn a better representation of the

user’s interest while accounting for varying conformity and popularity bias. We performed
an extensive experimental evaluation on several real world datasets in order to assess the
performance of our model in terms of relevance and bias. We concluded that PCMF is
able to learn a better representation of users and items in two latent embedding spaces,
and provides more accurate results while reducing the popularity bias and increasing the
diversity of the recommendations. Finally, we performed an ablation study to assess the
effect of the different components of our model.
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CHAPTER 4
MULTI-BIAS CORRECTION MATRIX FACTORIZATION
In this chapter, we extend the work presented in Chapter 3 by proposing a new
approach for handling two types of bias simultaneously by combining (1) the IPS debiasing
framework [100] to account for biases in the data collection step and (2) our popularity
correction matrix factorization (PCMF) presented in Chapter 3, to account for the model
popularity bias during the training.

4.1

Motivation and Problem Description
In chapter 3, we presented the PCMF algorithm that tackles popularity bias by

disentangling the user’s conformity bias from the true relevance. We simplified the problem
by assuming that the system suffers only from popularity bias. However, this assumption
does not hold in most real world recommendation systems, since the logged data is also
affected by other biases such as selection bias, exposure bias, presentation bias, etc. Those
biases emerge from the users’ interactions with the recommended items. If an item is not
clicked or rated, this does not necessarily imply that the user did not like it. This is in
part because the user can not rate items that she has not been exposed to. The exposure
of the user is typically controlled by the recommender system’s previous outputs and the
social circle of the user. Presentation bias may change the click behavior of the user as well.
For instance, items that are presented higher in the recommendation list have a higher
probability of being observed/ examined by the user [59] [109], and the user is typically not
exposed to the items ranked low in the recommendation list. Hence, the missing feedback
might be a result of an exposure bias and not a lack of relevance to the user. To conclude,
the feedback received by the system, i.e. ratings in this context, can be distorted by multiple
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biases.
In this chapter, we focus on mitigating two biases simultaneously, i.e. exposure bias
and popularity bias. In Chapter 3, we corrected for popularity bias by learning separate
embeddings for relevance and conformity using the empirical risk minimization framework
and the Average Over All (AOA) estimator [110]. In order to derive a robust learning
framework given the presence of exposure bias during the data collection step, we adopt
a counterfactual modelling approach using Inverse Propensity Scoring (IPS). It is worth
noting that to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first work that studies the effect of
popularity bias and exposure bias simultaneously in the collaborative filtering recommendation system setting. We also present extensive empirical results to study the importance
of correcting for two biases during the recommendation training phase. The remaining of
the chapter is organized as follows: we start by presenting a counterfactual estimator to
train PCMF while accounting for exposure bias in addition to the popularity bias, then
we present our experimental results using 2 real-world datasets to test the performance
of our algorithm and to test the effectiveness of accounting for two biases, and finally we
summarize the cumulative takeaways from both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

4.2
4.2.1

Multi-bias Correction Matrix Factorization
Notation and Problem Statement
In this chapter, we adapt the same notation as chapter 3. We define a recommender

system using explicit feedback data, where U is set of the users and I is the set of items.
R represents the rating matrix where each entry rui represents the rating assigned by user
u to item i. O represents the observation matrix Ou,i ∈ {0, 1} where each entry denotes if
user u has been exposed to item i. Ou,i = 1 means that the user has been exposed to item
i, whereas Ou,i = 0 means that the user has not been exposed to item i. Each entry Ou,i
is a Bernoulli random variable indicating if a user u has been exposed to an item i. For
ease of reading, we include below, the same notation table from Chapter 3, with the added
newly defined variables we will need for this chapter (see table 4.1).
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Notation

Definition

U

Set of users

I

Set of items to be recommended

O

Binary Observation matrix indicating if user u observed item i

R
b
R

Rating matrix where ru,i is rating of user u to item i
Predicted rating matrix
Popularity matrix where popu,i is the popularity of an item i

P op

clicked by user u

Pd
op

Predicted popularity matrix

S

User conformity embedding

V

Item popularity embedding

P

User embedding

Q

Item embedding

P (Oui = 1)

Propensity of the user u and item i

αu , βu

Personalized bias parameter vectors

γ

L2-Regularization weights
Hyperparameter controlling the personalized linear combination between

λ

relevance and conformity

η

Learning rate

δu,i (., .)

Recommender system performance evaluation measure

ξ

Parameter control for the severity of position bias

Iu

Recommended list to user u
TABLE 4.1
Notation and Definitions - Chapter 4

b
In the explicit feedback setting, one goal is to predict an accurate rating matrix R.
In chapter 3, we used empirical risk minimization framework to train our model. In order
to estimate the predicted ratings, we used the Average Overall All (AOA) estimator. We
start by presenting the loss function for PCMF in Equation 4.16.
b d
LAOA
clicks (R, P op) =

1
|{(u, i) : Ou,i = 1}|

X

[ru,i − rbu,i ]2 + λ[popu,i − pd
opu,i ]2

(u,i):Ou,i =1

(4.1)

rbu,i = βu pu .qiT + αu su .viT
pd
opu,i = su .viT
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b is the predicted rating matrix with
Where R is the true rating matrix with entry ru,i , R
entry rbu,i which is the linear combination between the relevance and the conformity scores.
P op is the popularity matrix with popu,i representing the popularity score of item i clicked
by user u, Pd
op represent the predicted popularity matrix with entry pd
opu,i . The relevance
score is the dot product between the user u embedding vector pu and the item i embedding
vector qi . The conformity score is the dot product between the user u conformity embedding
vector su and the item i popularity vector vi . αu , βu are personalized trade-off parameter
controlling the relative contribution of the relevance component pu .qiT and the popularity
component su .viT for each user. We define δu,i (., .) as the Mean Square Error (MSE) as
shown in Equation 4.2.
b = (ru,i − rbu,i )2
δu,i (R, R)

(4.2)

δu,i (P op, Pd
op) = (popu,i − pd
opu,i )2
The AOA estimator used to learn PCMF can be written as Equation 4.3:

b d
LAOA
clicks (R, P op) =

1
|{(u, i) : Ou,i = 1}|

X

b + λδu,i (P op, Pd
δu,i (R, R)
op)

(4.3)

(u,i):Ou,i =1

The AOA estimator uses the average over only the collected (or observed) ratings.
In fact, in real world applications, recommender systems operate in a partial-information
environment where only a few ratings are available for each user. In an ideal setting, the
ratings are estimated assuming that we have full-knowledge information about the system.
Equation 4.4 formalizes the PCMF loss function for the rating prediction task in the ideal
setting [100].
b d
Lideal
clicks (R, P op) =

1 XX
b + λδu,i (P op, Pd
δu,i (R, R)
op)
|U | |I|

(4.4)

u∈U i∈I

This requires collecting the users’ ratings for all the items in the system. The scenario is not
feasible in real life applications with millions or even billions of items, which leads to using
the observed ratings (AOA estimator) to predict the missing ratings. The AOA estimator is
statistically unbiased under the condition that the data is Missing Completely At Random
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(MCAR). In other words, the collected ratings are a result of the user’s interactions with
recommendation lists including items chosen randomly.
Proposition 4.2.1. Assuming the data rui is missing Completely At Random, the AOA
ideal
estimator LAOA
clicks is an unbiased estimator of the ideal loss Lclicks

Proof. In order to prove that an estimator is unbiased, we need to show that E(LAOA
clicks ) =
Lideal
clicks Before starting the proof, we should note that the AOA loss could also be written as
b d
LAOA
clicks (R, P op) =

XX

b + λδu,i (P op, Pd
Ou,i (δu,i (R, R)
op))

(4.5)

u∈U i∈I

E(LAOA
clicks ) =

XX

b + λδu,i (P op, Pd
E(Ou,i )(δu,i (R, R)
op))

(4.6)

u∈U i∈I

and since Oui is a Bernoulli variable, E(Oui ) = P (Oui = 1). Thus, we have
E(LAOA
clicks ) =

XX

b + λδu,i (P op, Pd
P (Oui = 1)(δu,i (R, R)
op))

(4.7)

u∈U i∈I

If the data rui is MCAR, then this means that for all u and i, P (Oui = 1) =

1
|U ||I|

Therefore:
E(LAOA
clicks ) =

1 XX
b + λδu,i (P op, Pd
(δu,i (R, R)
op))
|U | |I|

(4.8)

u∈U i∈I

However, the MCAR assumption does not hold in the recommendation system setting. In this context, it means the users’ missing ratings are missing at random, which is not
true. For instance, a rating can be missing due to multiple reasons: The user may not have
been exposed to the item, neither through the recommendation system, nor through their
social circle, marketing campaigns, etc. In this case, the item may not have been observed
by the user and thus can not be rated. This means that the missing data is Missing Not
At Random (MNAR), which leads to poor generalisation ability and misleading judgments
of the recommendation results based on the offline evaluation metrics. The misjudgment
error is due to multiple biases affecting the data, such as exposure bias where users can not
rate items that they have not been exposed to, or popularity bias where popular items get
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recommended more often than long tail items or are pushed higher in the recommendation
b d
list. Under the presence of the latter biases, the AOA estimator LAOA
clicks (R, P op) becomes a
b d
biased estimate of the true performance Lideal
clicks (R, P op), meaning that [111]:
ideal b d
b d
EO (LAOA
clicks (R, P op)) 6= Lclicks (R, P op)

(4.9)

Our goal is to tackle the challenge of accounting for several biases simultaneously. As
a start, we will explore considering two sources of biases: popularity bias and exposure bias.
Chapter 3 described our Popularity bias-aware Correction Matrix Factorization method
(PCMF) under the assumption that the data is only affected by popularity bias. In this
chapter, we relax the latter assumption by also considering the existence of exposure bias.
We will use the inverse propensity estimator to train PCMF in order to mitigate both
exposure and popularity bias.

4.2.2

Multi-bias Correction Matrix Factorization Estimator
The AOA estimator, using the observed data, will lead to a biased estimation of

the PCMF performance. We assume that each item has a non-zero marginal probability
P (Ou,i = 1) of being observed. This probability is called propensity [100]. Using a counb and
terfactual modeling framework, the goal is to get an unbiased estimate of δu,i (R, R)
δu,i (P op, Pd
op) via an Inverse Propensity scoring (IPS estimator). In order to mitigate the
effect of exposure bias in the training phase, we use the Inverse Propensity Weighting (IPW)
framework [100] by weighting each rated item by its propensity of being observed.
X
1
1
S
b + λδu,i (P op, Pd
b Pd
.(δu,i (R, R)
op))
LIP
(
R,
op)
=
clicks
|U ||I|
P (Ou,i = 1)

(4.10)

(u,i):Ou,i =1

Theorem 4.2.2. The IPS-PCMF loss defined by:
S
b d
LIP
clicks (R, P op) =

1
|U ||I|

X
(u,i):Ou,i =1

b + λδu,i (P op, Pd
(δu,i (R, R)
op))
P (Ou,i = 1)

is an unbiased estimator of the ideal loss Lideal
clicks
Proof.
S
b d
EOi [LIP
clicks (R, P op)] =

1
EO [
|U | |I| i

X

(u,i):Ou,i =1
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b + λδu,i (P op, Pd
δu,i (R, R)
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]
P (Ou,i = 1)

(4.11)

By linearity of expectation:
=
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Line 4 results from the fact that Ou,i is a Bernoulli random variable, thus E[Ou,i ] =
P (Ou,i = 1). Line 5 is due to the fact that P (Ou,i = 1) > 0, as all items have a non zero
probability of being observed.

4.2.3

Propensity Score Estimation
In order to correctly estimate the effect of the exposure bias, the propensity scores

need to be calculated. As it is impossible to know exactly the exposure model of the
user, we use models that approximate this exposure based on different assumptions. One
popular [112] way to model the propensity score is using the popularity model where:
P
P (Ou,i = 1) =

u∈U

1Ou,i >0

|U |

(4.12)

This model assumes that the exposure is directly correlated to the popularity of
the item. Although this is a valid assumption (the more popular the item, the higher its
exposure across all users), it neglects other sources of exposure such as location, the user’s
social circle, marketing campaigns, etc.
Another way to calculate the probability of exposure is using the position or rank
of the items when shown in a recommendation list. This requires the position information
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to be available in the data. One proposed model to estimate the exposure from the rank of
the observed item is [113]:

P (Ou,i = 1|rank(i, Iu )) =

1
rank(i, Iu )

ξ
(4.13)

Where Iu is the recommended item list for user u and ξ is a parameter to control for the
severity of the position bias: The higher ξ, the higher the position bias. Assuming that the
probability of an item being observed depends only on the position bias, the rank based
propensity will account for the position bias in the data. The main drawback of the above
modeling approach is that it requires rank information which is usually hard to collect and
is not available in most public datasets.
Another way to estimate the propensity score is by using Poisson factorization [114].
In fact the exposure of each user differs for each individual and usually depends on many
factors such as the social circle, user history and previously interacted items. More involved
models can be used in order to estimate the propensity score. One model that was shown
to have great potential [112] at modeling the exposure is Poisson Factorization [115–117]:
P (Ou,i = 1) ∼ Poisson(θuT φi )

(4.14)

Where θu and φi are representations of users and items in a latent space verifying the below
equation:
θu , φi ∼ Γ(k, θ)

(4.15)

where k and θ are parameters of the Poisson distribution. In our experiments we use Poisson
Factorization as our model for the propensity scoring function for both IPS and IPS-PCMF.

4.2.4

Update equations and algorithm
We now show the derivations that are needed to obtain the update equations for

an algorithm that will learn the optimal parameters for dual (popularity and exposure)
bias-aware recommendation. We use the following combined MSE loss in order to train our
model.
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b d
LAOA
clicks (R, P op) =

1
|U ||I|

1

X
(u,i):Ou,i =1

P (Oui = 1)

.[(ru,i − (βu pu .qiT + αu su .viT ))2 +
(4.16)

λ(popu,i − su .viT )2 + γ(kpu k2 + kqi k2 + ksu k2 + kvi k2 )]
The update equations are similar to the PCMF model except for adding the IPS
weight

1
P (Oui =1) .

Denoting ν as the learning parameter, the latent factor vectors for the

user and item relevance and popularity embeddings, as well as the user personalization
coefficients for relevance and popularity conformity bias βu and αu , respectively, are given
by
p(t+1)
← p(t)
u
u −

η

(t)

(t)

[−2βu(t) (qi )T (ru,i − rbu,i ) + 2γ p(t)
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u ]
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opu,i ) − 2αu(t) si (ru,i − rbu,i ) + 2γ vi ] (4.20)
P (Oui = 1)
η
(t) (t)
(t)
αu(t+1) ← αu(t) −
[−2si (vi )T (ru,i − rbu,i )]
(4.21)
P (Oui = 1)
η
(t) (t)
(t)
βu(t+1) ← βu(t) −
[−2pi (qu,i )T (ru,i − rbu,i )]
(4.22)
P (Oui = 1)
IPS-PCMF is a two-stage approach. First, we train the exposure model on the
observation matrix O to compute the propensity scores P (Ou,i = 1). Then, we use the
learnt propensity scores to train our PCMF model. Algorithm 4.1 describes the steps of the
IPS-PCMF approach.

4.3

Experimental Results
In this section we present our evaluation experiments which aim to answer the fol-

lowing research questions:
• RQ 5.1: How effective is IPS-PCMF at removing the exposure bias in the data on
an initially unbiased test dataset, compared to other baselines?
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Algorithm 4.1 Dual Popularity and Exposure Bias Correction MF
Input: Rating matrix R : {ru,i : (u, i) ∈ O}, Popularity matrix P op : {pu,i : (u, i) ∈ O},
Regularization parameter γ, Trade-off parameter λ, Observation matrix O
Output: User Conformity latent factors S1:U , V1:I , User relevance latent factors P1:U , Q1:I ,
Personalized bias vector αu , βu
Learn propensity scores Pu,i from observation matrix O using Equation 4.14
Randomly initialize S1:U , V1:I , P1:U , Q1:I , αu , βu
while not converged do
for u ← 1 : U do
Update S1:U , P1:U using Eq 4.19 & Eq 4.17
Update α1:U , β1:U using Eq 4.21 & Eq 4.22
end for
for i ← 1 : I do
Update V1:I , Q1:I using Eq 4.20 & Eq 4.18
end for
end while
return S1:U , P1:U , V1:I , Q1:I
• RQ 5.2: How do the relevance of the IPS-PCMF recommendations compare to other
baselines on a biased dataset?
• RQ 5.3: How does the debiasing performance of IPS-PCMF compare to other baselines?
• RQ 5.4: How effective is the IPS scoring at improving the results of IPS-PCMF?

4.3.1

Experimental Setting

4.3.1.1

Dataset:

In order to evaluate the performance of our models we used two real world datasets,
namely the Movielens-100K and Yahoo!R3 Music dataset.
• Movielens-100K 1 : This dataset contains around 1700 items and 1000 users with
100K collected ratings. It has a density of 4%.
• Yahoo!R3 2 : This dataset has 300K ratings as training data and 54K ratings as test
data. The main characteristic of this dataset is that it contains an ”unbiased” test-set.
1
2

https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/
http://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/
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The 54K-ratings test set is collected by showing to the users random recommendations
and asking the user to provide feedback. Therefore, the data is free from exposure
bias. We use the unbiased dataset to be able to evaluate an unbiased performance of
our model

4.3.1.2

Baselines:

We compare our method mainly to Inverse Propensity Scoring (IPS) [18] combined
with MF. As MF is still a leading model providing state of the art results on Collaborative
Filtering tasks [57]. Combined with IPS, IPS-MF is a state of the art method to learn
unbiased recommendations [100]. We also compare our method to a Multi-Armed Bandits
strategy in order to assess the exploration ability of our model [104].

4.3.1.3

Experimental set-up

In this section, we discuss the implementation details of the proposed approach. We
use Poisson Factorization in order to estimate the propensity score as defined by equation
4.14. The PCMF component used is similar to the model introduced in the previous chapter.
We tune our models using Optuna [105] on a separate validation set. We adopt a 80-10-10
split on the Movielens-100K data and 80-20 split on the Yahoo!R3 dataset, while using
the unbiased Yahoo!R3 dataset for testing. All the models were implemented using the
Pytorch framework [118] and executed on a Tesla V100 cluster. We report accuracy and
bias metrics.

4.3.1.4

Metrics

The aim of IPS-PCMF is to provide relevant, unbiased and diverse recommendations
by using an intentional mitigation of both exposure and popularity bias. For this reason, we
use accuracy metrics such as RMSE for rating prediction, NDCG for Ranking, and Precision
and Recall to measure the accuracy of retrieval. We also use the Yahoo!R3 unbiased test
data in order to assess the unbiaseness of the result. An unbiased prediction would yield a
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better RMSE on a randomly collected test data.
In order to assess the diversity of the predictions, we use the same metrics defined
in Chapter 3. Hence, we mainly focus on how our proposed methods affect (1) the popularity level of the results through the average popularity metric and (2) the diversity of the
recommendations through the ILD and MILD metrics.

4.3.2

Experimental results

RQ 5.1: How effective is IPS-PCMF at removing the exposure bias in the
data on an initially unbiased test dataset, compared to other baselines?

Table

4.2 shows the accuracy metrics of our model compared to different baselines. We notice
that our model outperforms previous baselines in terms of RMSE and Precision. This
result is expected since we use an unbiased estimator of the MSE in order to optimize
the performance of the model. One future possibility that can also improve the ranking
performance of the model is to use a ranking based loss such as BPR [119].
TABLE 4.2
Accuracy Performance of PCMF-IPS on the Yahoo!R3 unbiased test Dataset. Our model
succeeds to significantly improve the RMSE compared to IPS+MF.
Dataset

Yahoo! R3 Dataset

Metric

RMSE

Precision @5

Recall@5

NDCG@5

MF

1.41 +/- 0.00015

0.02 +/- 0.0006

0.56 +/- 0.011

0.46 +/- 0.019

MF+MAB

1.41 +/- 0.002

0.02 +/- 0.002

0.54 +/- 0.05

0.47 +/- 0.048

IPS+MF

1.37 +/- 0.007

0.034 +/- 7e-05

0.71 +/- 0.002

0.5 +/- 0.007

PCMF

1.209 +/- 0.005

0.025 +/- 0.0001

0.49 +/- 0.002

0.49 +/- 0.002

PCMF+IPS

1.2 +/- 0.005

0.035 +/- 0.0001

0.5 +/- 0.002

0.5 +/- 0.01

We observe that our model manages to maintain a lower error compared to IPS+MF.
This means that the popularity component in our model does indeed help improve the
learning performance, while also keeping the results unbiased. Therefore we conclude that
our model is effective at learning accurate and unbiased recommendations, and that it
accomplishes this significantly better than the compared baselines, which answers RQ 5.1.
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RQ 5.2: How do the relevance of the IPS-PCMF recommendations compare to
other baselines on a biased dataset? Table 4.3 shows the accuracy performance of our
model on the Movielens-100K dataset. In this experiment, we manage to outperform the
competitive baselines on most metrics, which demonstrates that our model is able to provide
more accurate predictions than the compared baselines, when tested on biased datasets.
TABLE 4.3
Accuracy performance of PCMF + IPS compared to different baselines on Movielens-100K.
We observe that our model has lower RMSE than the other baselines, including the state of
the art IPS+MF, while reaching similar levels of precision, recall and NDCG as IPS+MF
Dataset

Movielens - 100K -

Metric

RMSE

Precision @5

Recall@5

NDCG@5

MF

0.94 +/- 0.002

0.22 +/- 0.004

0.6 +/-0.013

0.81 +/1 0.002

MF+MAB

0.932 +/- 0.012

0.21 +/- 0.003

0.56 +/- 0.013

0.79 +/- 0.002

IPS+MF

0.95 +/- 0.008

0.33 +/- 0.003

0.63 +/- 0.014

0.83 +/- 0.004

PCMF

0.91 +/- 0.001

0.34 +/- 0.002

0.625 +/- 0.012

0.83+/- 0.003

PCMF + IPS

0.90 +/- 0.007

0.34 +/- 0.009

0.62 +/- 0.01

0.83 +/- 0.003

We particularly observe that our model significantly improves the RMSE performance (while other metrics remained at similar levels to the state of the art baseline
IPS+MF). This is is due, as we have previously explained, to using an accurate and unbiased estimation of the Mean Squared Error function, when training the model. Also, we
can conclude that correcting for two biases simultaneously (PCMF+IPS) further improves
the RMSE compared to correcting for only popularity bias (PCMF).

RQ 5.3: How does the debiasing performance of IPS-PCMF compare to other
baselines?

Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 show the results in terms of bias metrics of our

model compared to other baselines. We notice that PCMF+IPS significantly improves the
diversity of the recommendations on the Yahoo!R3 dataset. In fact, it improves the Average
popularity by 30 % compared to IPS+MF and improves the ILD metric by 17 % and the
MILD metric by 10 %, compared to IPS+MF and improves MILD by 16 % compared to
MF and Multi-Armed Bandits.
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We also notice that on the biased dataset, our model manages to maintain a good
level of diversity. In fact, it improves the ILD metric by 8 % compared to IPS+MF, MF
and MAB, while keeping a comparable Average Popularity metric compared to MF.
We conclude that our model manages to generate diverse recommendations, while
also achieving a high coverage by recommending items from the long tail.
TABLE 4.4
Bias Performance of our IPS-PCMF on Movielens-100K. Our model manages to maintain
the same popularity results provided by PCMF while increasing the diversity of the recommendation list
Dataset

Movielens - 100K

Metric

Avg Pop

ILD

MILD

Gini

MF

0.26 +/- 0.01

0.6 +/- 0.01

0.33 +/- 0.008

0.18 +/- 0.005

MF + MAB

0.17 +/- 0.002

0.6 +/- 0.015

0.4 +/- 0.02

0.264 +/- 0.007

IPSMF

0.2 +/- 0.011

0.6 +/- 0.02

0.39 +/- 0.016

0.2 +/- 0.022

PCMF

0.21 +/- 0.002

0.65 +/- 0.007

0.38 +/- 0.004

0.19 +/- 0.006

PCMF + IPS

0.2 +/- 0.003

0.65 +/- 0.01

0.4 +/- 0.002

0.19 +/- 0.005

TABLE 4.5
Bias Performance on the Yahoo!R3 dataset. Our model outperforms all the baselines in
terms of decreasing the popularity and providing diverse recommendations to the user.
Dataset

Yahoo!R3 Dataset

Metric

Avg Pop

ILD

MILD

Gini

MF

0.2 +/- 0.0013

0.76 +/- 0.001

0.57 +/- 0.006

0.21 +/- 0.003

MF + MAB

0.19 +/- 0.013

0.77 +/- 0.02

0.58 +/- 0.013

0.23 +/- 0.033

IPSMF

0.23 +/- 0.001

0.72 +/- 0.0008

0.62 +/- 0.001

0.133 +/- 0.002

PCMF

0.156 +/- 0.004

0.797 +/- 0.009

0.64 +/- 0.001

0.21 +/- 0.005

PCMF + IPS

0.14 +/- 0.003

0.82 +/- 0.006

0. 68 +/- 0.01

0.23 +/- 0.004

RQ 5.4: How effective is the IPS scoring at improving the results of IPS-PCMF?
In our previous results, we compared IPS-PCMF to the vanilla (single bias) version PCMF,
presented in Chapter 3. We now evaluate their performance in terms of relevance and
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diversity on both the Yahoo!R3 and Movielens-100K datasets.
• Performance on the Movielens 100K dataset: IPS-PCMF improves upon the performance of PCMF in terms of RMSE, meaning that we manage to get better rating
prediction accuracy. We also improve the diversity of the results and the popularity
level by recommending more unpopular and diverse items. This shows that adding
the IPS debiasing weights helps improving the quality of the recommendations.
• Performance on the Yahoo!R3 dataset: The effect of the debiasing strategy on PCMF
is even more noticeable on this dataset since the IPS component helps in reducing the
bias in the estimation of the performance via the debiased loss function and therefore
yields a better performance on the test set. IPS-PCMF improves the accuracy of
the results across all metrics (RMSE, Precision, Recall and NDCG). It also succeeds
in providing significantly less biased recommendations by improving the popularity
bias by 10% and providing more diverse recommendation by scoring 0.82 on the ILD
metric and 0.68 on the MILD metric vs. 0.79 and 0.64 for the PCMF respectively.
Based on our results, we conclude that adding IPS to PCMF helps reduce the exposure bias
further as demonstrated by the improved results in terms of both accuracy and diversity.

4.3.3

Future directions
Our multi objective framework combined with IPS training provides an appealing

way to combine multiple biases, an area that until now, has been understudied in the
literature. In fact, tackling multiple biases at the same time is important to reduce their
combined effect. As biases do not act individually and are often inter-related, it is important
to study their joint effect on different modeling approaches. In the future, further debiasing
techniques could be added to study their effect on the recommendation system. One way to
achieve this is to study post-processing techniques such as by using Multi-Armed Bandits
in combination with our recommendation algorithm. Another area of expansion would be
to study the iterative behavior of our algorithm. In fact, recommender systems work in a
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dynamic environment and this dynamic aspect should be incorporated into the modeling of
different debiasing approaches.

4.4

Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a multi-bias framework that helps reduce the popu-

larity and exposure bias simultaneously through incorporating the IPS training framework
within the PCMF modeling. We provided a problem statement and motivation behind our
approach by studying the limitations of previous models, then we described our modeling
approach and provided a theoretical analysis of our method. Finally we presented an extensive empirical evaluation on different datasets to test the performance of our algorithm
in terms of accuracy and bias, in comparison with competitive baselines.
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CHAPTER 5
BRIDGE FUNCTION FOR BIAS CORRECTION
In this chapter, we present a new approach to adjust for confounders in recommendation systems. In order to do this, we reframe the recommendation system within a causal
framework and then propose to use a proximal causal inference framework [22] to adjust
for confounders. Confounders are variables that may affect the predicted ratings leading
to biased estimates that can be misleading. This may mislead the prediction of the user
preference, and in turn yield a weaker recommendation performance.

5.1

Motivation and Problem Description
The goal of recommendation systems is to provide the users with useful recommen-

dations. Given the users past interactions with the system (i.e. ratings or clicks), the
recommendation algorithm learns the users’ preferences and interests and provide the users
with a potential list of items they will like. The recommendation algorithm learns to predict
the users’ ratings for items that they did not previously rate. Then based on these predictions, the user is provided with a list of items they are predicted to rate highly, according
to the recommendation algorithm predictions. In this section, we will reframe the recommendation system problem as a causal inference problem, where the rating predictions will
be considered to be causal predictions. We focus on Matrix Factorization, however our
approach is applicable to any base recommendation model.
In a traditional setting, Matrix Factorization (MF) [57] is trained on the observed
ratings. The recommendations provided by MF would be unbiased only if the training data
was independent and identically distributed (iid) [100]. This would imply that the ratings
would have been collected randomly, which is, however, not the case in a recommendation
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system setting. In fact, users generally do not rate movies that they did not watch. This
means that the ratings are not collected randomly, they are selected by the recommendation algorithm and self-selected by the user. In other words, MF’s estimates using observed
data are biased. In addition to the bias from missing ratings, even the non-missing ratings themselves may incorporate a variety of inherent user biases, such as conformity bias,
presentation bias, or preference for popular items, etc. All these diverse types of bias may
interact together and affect both the input ratings and the output recommendations (and
hence the user’s exposure to certain items).
Framing the recommendation problem as a causal inference problem will give us the
opportunity to study the recommender system’s behavior in a cause-effect setting. Modeling
the recommendations with respect to the causes could in turn provide a more robust system.
The recommendation (analogous to treatments in a medical study) can be seen as treatments
and a rating can be considered to be an outcome variable. Hence predicting the users’ ratings
for unseen movies is equivalent to answering the following “counterfactual” causal question:
“What would the rating be if the user was in a setting where they were asked to watch
and then rate the movie?”
Because the “observed” ratings are not collected randomly, it is challenging to answer
the above causal question since using only the observed data is biased. In order to have an
unbiased estimate of the treatment effect (which would also require the ratings for unseen
movies), one must account for all possible confounders [120]. This assumption is known as
the ignorability or exchangeability assumption [120], which is impossible to verify in real
life. Confounders are variables that may affect both the movies recommended to the user
(the treatment) and the user’s ratings (the outcome). Specifying the possible confounders
is subjective and is often left to domain-expert judgments [22]. For example, a user may
choose to watch a movie because she is a fan of the leading actor; in this case the preference
for the leading actor is a confounder. The challenge is the fact that not all counfounders
can be measured or observed. For instance, the user’s tendency to be influenced by public
ratings, may affect their rating of a given movie. Social influence may also affect the user’s
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rating. The intensity of the conformity bias is yet another example of an immeasurable
confounder. This is why in practice, one may hope to find proxies that are a good reflection
of the unmeasured confounder.
In order to overcome the above challenges, we adopt a proximal causal inference
framework [22] to deal with the presence of unobserved confounders. This framework acknowledges the fact that the observed covariates are imperfect proxies for the underlying
confounder mechanisms, and presents an approach to measure the potential outcome in
settings where the exchangeability assumption does not hold. Our proximal causal recommender system builds on classical matrix factorization (MF) and aims to correct for
unobserved confounders. The approach leverages two negative control variables [121] to adjust for unobserved confounders. One negative control outcome variable, which is a variable
that is causally independent of the exposure variable responsible for exposing the user to
an item via a prior recommendation and affects only the ratings (outcome variable). The
second is a negative control exposure variable, a variable that affects only the exposure, but
is causally independent of the outcome (ratings). If there exists a confounding bridge function [121] that captures the link between the ratings (potential outcome) and the negative
outcome control distribution, then the bridge function can be identified using the negative
control exposure variable (i.e., when the user does not get exposed to the item through a
recommendation). The bridge function is a given transformation of the observed variable
and can be considered as a mediator that capture the unmeasured confounders’ effect on the
observed data. The expected value of the learnt bridge function can therefore provide ratings that are adjusted for unobserved confounders. This step can be seen as a preprocessing
step, where the bridge function is used to reconstruct the observed rating while accounting
for unobserved confounders. These adjusted ratings can then be used to predict potential
ratings.
The proximal causal recommender aims to correct for the potential unobserved confounders. Our approach is a two-stage approach. First, we learn the bridge function to
adjust for unobserved confounders using a pair of negative control variables that we will
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define in the upcoming sections. Second, we fit a MF model on the adjusted ratings that
are predicted by the bridge function learnt in the first stage. This procedure is expected to
correct for the bias in the predicted ratings with respect to unobserved confounders.

5.2

Bridge Function for Bias Correction
In this section, we present the components of our proposed approach. We start by the

notation used and the problem formulation. Then, we provide causal graph interpretations
of existing approaches as well as our proposed approach for comparison purposes and to
distinguish our contribution from existing work. Next, we state the assumptions that need
to be met to guarantee the identification of the causal effects. Finally, we present our design
choices and the proposed loss functions for the learning task.

5.2.1

Notation and Definition
Let A be a binary exposure variable, indicating whether user u has received the

“treatment” (which is to be exposed to the item via a previous recommendation and prior
to rating it). The exposure variable A controls which items will be recommended to the
users. Let U and I denote the set of users and the set of items, respectively. The exposure
variable A is a binary matrix where au,i = 1 if the user u has rated item i and au,i = 0
otherwise. Let Y be the outcome variable representing the ratings. Following the convention
in causal inference, let yu,i (1) denote the potential rating assigned by user u to item i, if she
were to watch the movie. yu,i (1) represents the potential outcome under an intervention or
treatment, meaning the rating that user u will give to item i, if she was asked to watch it
and then rate it. yu,i (1) is observed if user u rated item i, otherwise it is unobserved. For
the recommendation system problem, the unobserved ratings are yu,i (0) = 0, since users
can not rate movies that they have not seen. Table 5.1 summarises the notation used in
this chapter.
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(a) Causal Graph for Classic MF

(b) Causal Graph for IPS MF in the presence of observed confounders X

(c) Causal Graph in the presence of Observed confounders (X) and Unobserved Confounders (V)

Figure 5.1. Causal graphs of different Recommendation systems, where X denotes user and item features, A stands for the exposure variable, Y denotes the
potential rating, and V denotes an unobserved confounder
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Notation

Definition

U

Set of users

I

Set of items to be recommended

A

Binary Exposure variable indicating if user u observed item i

Y
Yb

Rating matrix where yu,i (a = 1) is the rating of user u to item i

X

User and item covariates

W

Negative Control Outcome variable (NCO)

Z

Negative Control Exposure variable (NCE)

h

Outcome Confounding Bridge

γu,i (., .)

Recommender system performance evaluation measure

⊥
⊥

independent of

y(aui = 1)

treatment effect (Rating) under a positive exposure aui = 1

y(aui = 0)

treatment effect (Rating) under a negative exposure aui = 0

Predicted rating matrix

TABLE 5.1
Notation and Definitions used in Chapter 5

5.2.2

Causal Graph Interpretation of Recommendation System
In this section, we introduce a causal view of classic recommendation approaches and

compare it to our proposed approach. A causal graph is a directed acyclic graph G where
the nodes represent the set variables and the edges represent the Cause-effect relationship
between the variables. Figure 1(a) represents the causal graph, without loss of generality, of
the majority of collaborative filtering recommendation approaches, including matrix factorization (MF). The variable A represents the exposure variable indicating whether the user
has been exposed to a movie or not (analogous to whether a patient has received a treatment
or not in a medical study). The algorithms rely on user and item features, denoted as X, to
predict the user’s ratings for unseen items assuming the existence of no confounder between
the exposure variable and the ratings. Matrix Factorization (MF), for instance, follows the
causal graph in figure 1(a). MF learns the similarity between users and items using the
dot product between the user and item features X (user and item embeddings). Given the
theory around potential outcomes, the rating estimates are unbiased assuming ignorability
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/ exchangeability stating that (y(au,i = 1), y(au,i = 0)) ⊥⊥ A [120]. This means that the
user ratings would be the same independently of being exposed to all the items or none of
them. This, of course, does not hold in the real world recommendation setting since the
user’s ratings are not independent of the user being exposed to the items. For instance, the
users generally do not rate movies they have not been exposed to and the recommendation
process is rather personalized and not random.
Given the fact that user and item features X affect the exposure variable A, the
process by which the user receives recommendations, we present a more realistic causal
graph in Figure 1(b). The causal graph shown in figure 1(b) depicts how recommendation
systems operate in an observational setting, where observed confounders X, representing
user and item features affect both the ratings and the exposure. Theory around potential
outcomes states that, an unbiased estimate of the ratings is possible when controlling for
all variables (covariates) that can affect both the treatment and the outcome [122] [123].
This is known as the conditional ignorability assumption [122] [123], stating that (y(au,i =
1), y(au,i = 0)) ⊥
⊥ A|X. Note that the conditional ignorability assumption is untestable.
Suppose, we collect all user and item counfounders satisfying the conditional ignorability
assumption, classical causal inference controls for the confounders in the outcome model.
In real world applications, given the curse of dimensionaly, it may be challenging to control
for all confounders. Research [124] [125] has shown that it is sufficient to control for the
propensity of an item being observed given the observed confounders X, such that P (au,i =
1|X).
Assumption 5.2.1. (y(au,i = 1), y(au,i = 0)) ⊥⊥ A|P (A = 1|X).
This has led to the Inverse Propensity Weighed Matrix Factorization [100]. Inverse
propensity training has gained popularity in recent years in the recommendation system
community, where it has been used to correct for the bias in the training phase. The
estimator follows Equation 5.1.
LIP S (Yb |P ) =

1
|{(u, i) : au,i = 1}|
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X
(u,i):au,i =1

γu,i (Y, Yb )
P (au,i = 1|X)

(5.1)

Where γu,i (., .) denotes a recommender system performance evaluation measure. The estimator in Equation 5.1 can be shown to be statistically unbiased. The inverse propensity
weighed Matrix Factorization performance depends on the propensity scores’ estimation,
since the propensity scores are unknown and need to be estimated from the observed data.
Estimating propensity solely relies on the collection of rich observed covarites that
capture all sources of confounding, so that the conditional ignorability holds. The challenge is the presence of potential unmeasured confounding variables (V ), as shown is Figure
1(c). In this case, the ignorability assumption fails, and the inverse propensity weighting
correction method may become severely biased and potentially misleading [22]. In recommendation systems, such unobserved unmeasured confounders exist. For instance, the
user’s conformity level while rating the movies may impact the outcome and may impact
the exposure as well. The user’s conformity in this case is an unobserved confounder that
is difficult to quantify. In this work, we will adopt the potential outcome framework for
proximal causal learning [22] which offers the opportunity to correct for the bias, when
conditional ignorability on the basis of measured confounders fails. The approach relies
on a pair of negative control variables to learn a bridge function that captures the effect
of the unobserved confounder of the ratings. Then, after learning the bridge function, the
adjusted ratings are used to predict the potential ratings using MF. The predictd ratings
are unbiased under a set of assumptions. In the next section, we will present a brief summary of the theory behind it and we will state the sufficient assumptions for non-parametric
identification of the causal effect [22].

5.2.3

Theory of Identification with Negative Control Variables (NC)
In this section, we present the sufficient assumptions for identification, using two

negative control variables following [22]. Specifically, we use one Negative Control Outcome
(NCO) and one Negative Control Exposure (NCE) as defined below in the following assumptions. We will start by giving an overview of the background for the Proximal Causal
Inference. We should note that the following theoretical analysis was proven in [22] in
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the context of a causal inference problem, and we here adopt it for the special case of
recommendation taking the ratings as outcomes.
As discussed in the previous section, the conditional ignorability assumption fails
in the presence of unobserved confounder (V ). This assumption is relaxed by making the
latent ignorability assumption 5.2.2 [22]:
Assumption 5.2.2. (Latent ignorability): (y(au,i = 1), y(au,i = 0)) ⊥⊥ A|X, V
Assumption 5.2.2 states that the user and item features X and the unobserved confounder
V are sufficient to capture the confounding between the potential ratings y(au,i ) and the
exposure variable A. Note that the latent ignorability assumption has no restrictions about
the nature of the unobserved confounder V . This assumption, which is a weaker assumption than the conditional ignorability assumption, leads to Equation 5.2 which states that
the potential rating can be recovered by conditioning on the observed covariates X, the
unobserved confounder V and the exposure variable A [22]:

E[Y (au,i )] = E[E(Y |X, V, A = au,i )]

(5.2)

The proposed approach for handling unmeasured confounders relies on the presence
of two negative control variables that satisfy the following conditions. The first variable is
called negative control outcome and can be defined as follows [22]:
Assumption 5.2.3. (Negative Control Outcome (NCO)): The NCO W is an auxiliary
variable such that: W ⊥
⊥ A|X, V .
The Negative Control Outcome (NCO) is an auxiliary variable that is associated with the
unmeasured confounder but is not causally affected by the exposure variable controlling for
what items users are exposed to. An example of NCO is the item average rating before the
user had rated it. Let us suppose that the user watched and rated the movie at instant t,
this exposure could not not causally affect the item average rating at instant t − 1 because
the future cannot causally affect the past. In the next section, we will formally define our
choice of W .
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The second type of auxiliary variables is the negative control exposure that needs to
satisfy the following assumption [22]:
Assumption

5.2.4. (Negative Control Exposure (NCE)): The NCO Z is an auxiliary

variable such that: Z ⊥
⊥ Y |A, X, V and Z ⊥⊥ W |A, X, V .
Assumption 5.2.4 states that the NCE is an auxiliary variable that does not affect the
potential ratings and the NCO given the treatment, the latent confounder V and the user
and item features X. For example, popularity can be considered an NCE. This is because
popularity affects what the recommender system presents to the user as well as what items
the user click on, but it does not affect the rating value (assuming in general that the user
rates an item according to their own preference). In the next section, we will formally define
our choice for NCE.

Figure 5.2. Proximal causal graph for a recommendation system where A denotes the
exposure variable, Y denotes the outcome variable, X denotes the user and item covariates,
V denotes the latent confounder, W denotes the negative control outcome (NCO),and Z
denotes the negative control exposure (NCE).
Figure 5.2 shows a more complete causal graph for recommendation systems. The
graph allows for the presence of observed covariates X (user and item features) as well as
latent confounder V . Note that confounder V does not need to be specified since the theory
does not require it. It is preferable to know the latent confounder to facilitate the choice
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of the negative control variables, since the negative control variables need to be associated
with the latent confounder. In this work, we did not specify the latent confounder.
Assuming a valid selection of NCO and NCE, then according to [22], there exists a
function h, called the outcome confounding bridge function, relating the confounder’s effects
on the negative control outcome W to the confounder’s effects on the potential rating Y ,
as shown in the following assumption.
Assumption 5.2.5. (Outcome Confounding Bridge): there exists a function h(W, au,i , X)
such that for au,i ∈ {1, 0}:
E[Y |A = au,i , X, V ] = E[h(W, au,i , X)|A = au,i , X, V )]

Assumption 5.2.5 claims that the effect of confounder V on the ratings Y is equal to the
effect of confounder V on a transformation h of W . This assumption entails that the NCO
W captures the variability in the confounder V . Given assumption 5.2.2 - 5.2.3 - 5.2.5, the
potential ratings’ mean can be identified as shown in proposition 5.2.6 [22].
Proposition 5.2.6. Under assumption 5.2.2 - 5.2.3 - 5.2.5, for au,i ∈ {1, 0} we have:
E[Y (au,i )] = E[h(W, au,i , X)]

Proof. Using Assumption 5.2.5, we have:
E[Y |A = au,i , XV ] = E[h(W, au,i , X)|A = au,i , X, V )]
Therefore using an expectation over V , we obtain

E(E[Y |A = au,i , X, V ]) = E(E[h(W, au,i , X)|A = au,i , X, V )])
Using Assumption 5.2.2 which entailed Eq. 5.2, we have
E(E[Y |A = au,i , X, V ]) = E(E(Y (aui )|V )) = E(Y (aui ))
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(5.3)

Using Assumption 5.2.3 we obtain:
E(E(h(W, aui ))|X, A = aui ) = E(E(h(W, aui )|V )) = E(h(W, aui ))
We finally get our result:
E[Y (au,i )] = E[h(W, au,i , X)]

What Proposition 5.2.6 suggests is that it is enough to know h(W, aui , X) in order
to determine the effect E(Y (aui )) without additional assumptions. Mainly, it is enough
to learn a transformation of the NCO variable and use it to determine E(Y (aui )). The
remaining challenge is identifying the bridge function h. Without access to the unobserved
confounders, one cannot totally identify h. We thus use another proxy variable NCE Z in
order to identify h. In fact, [22] proposed a framework for identifying the bridge function
using the NCE variable. According to [22], the effect of the NCE variable Z on the ratings
Y is the same as the effect of Z on a transformation h of W thanks to Assumption 5.2.4.
Therefore we get
E(Y |Z, A) = E(h(W, A)|Z, A).

(5.4)

It was further proven in [22] that h is a unique solution to Equation 5.4. We use
this result in order to learn the function h.
To summarize, our goal is to learn the potential ratings Ŷ under an unobserved confounder V . The problem is that the unobserved confounder cannot be correctly measured.
Therefore, we use a bridge function h to estimate its effect on Y . The bridge function is
a transformation of the Negative Control Outcome (NCO) variable W that also depends
on the treatment A. To identify the bridge function h, we use a NCE variable Z. In fact,
Equation 5.4 allows us to learn the function h in an unbiased way. We summarize all the
steps of our approach in Figure 5.3.
Note that the identification process does not put any restrictions on the bridge
function type. In other words, the function h can be parametric, semi-parametric, or nonparametric. In the next section, we will discuss an estimation protocol of the potential
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Figure 5.3. Pipeline for learning the de-confounded ratings. We start by learning a bridge
function using NCO and NCE. Then we use the predicted ratings from the bridge function
h to learn unbiased ratings
rating for matrix factorization. Note that our estimation approach is valid for the majority
of recommendation algorithms, which makes our approach modular and easy to implement.

5.2.4

Bridge Matrix Factorization
In this section, we propose to debias matrix factorization using negative control

variables and a bridge function in order to adjust for unobserved confounders. We start
by presenting our choice for the negative control variables and the bridge function h. As
mentioned before, the theory does not put any restrictions on the choice of the bridge
function. Finally, we propose a two-stage approach to estimate the bridge function and the
(adjusted) rating outcomes ŷ(au,i = 1).

5.2.4.1

Negative Control Variables

We propose a potential choice for the Negative Control Outcome (NCO) and the
Negative Control Exposure (NCE) adhering to Assumption 5.2.3 and Assumption 5.2.4
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respectively. According to Assumption 5.2.3, NCO is a variable W that directly affects the
rating Y and is not causally affected by the exposure A. In the recommender system context,
we can set W to be the user’s average rating at t − 1. This is because the exposure at t does
not affect the user’s average rating at time t − 1, as required by the causal independence of
the past on the future. The NCO can therefore be computed using Equation 5.5:

wut

Pt−1

k
k=1 yu

=

nt−1

,

(5.5)

where wut stands for NCO at time t for user u, yuk stands for the user’s rating at time stamp
k, and nt−1 stands for the number of items that the user has rated up until timestamp t − 1.
We now propose a potential choice for the Negative Control Exposure (NCE) Z.
According to Assumption 5.2.4, Z is a variable that affects the exposure variable A, which
denotes the set of items that are exposed (via recommendations) to the user. By definition
of the NCE, Z should be causally independent of the outcome variable Y (potential rating)
and the NCO W given the observed and unobserved confounders. However it has to causally
affect the exposure A (the set of items recommended or exposed to the user up to time t).
The average popularity of the items can be used as a Negative Control Exposure (NCE).
In fact, as proven in Chapter 3, the more popular the item is, the more likely it is to be
recommended (hence exposed to the user). Thus the popularity affects the exposure variable
A which controls what items the users are exposed to. Also, the more popular the item
is, the more likely that the user had been exposed to it either through a recommendations
or from the user’s social circle. Furthermore, we assume that the popularity of the items
does not causally affect the user’s individual rating on the item because we can argue (and
assume) that after the user watches a movie, the typical user’s rating will be a reflection of
their own interest and satisfaction with the movie. The Negative Control Exposure zi can
therefore be defined using Equation 5.6:
zi =

X

1yu,i >0 ,

(5.6)

u∈U

since the popularity for each item is defined by the number of ratings, i.e., (yu,i > 0) an item
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gets from all users. Popularity over time can also be used to capture the time dependency
in the exposure. However, in this work, we focus on the popularity in a static setting.

5.2.4.2

Bridge Function

After defining the negative control outcome W and the negative control exposure Z,
We introduce our choice for the bridge function. As we have mentioned, the theory does
not put any restrictions on the bridge function, which can be parametric, semi-parametric,
or non-parametric. In this work, we propose a parametric bridge function using Neural
bridge
Networks. The adjusted ratings yu,i
(a) can thus be computed using Equation 5.7, where

xu and xi are the user and item latent features, respectively; wu,i and zu,i denote the NCO
and NCE, respectively,; and a is the boolean exposure:
bridge
yu,i
(a) = h(W, Z, X, A) = max(0, xTu .xi .a + αwu,i + λzu,i + β0 )

Figure 5.4 shows the overall architecture of the bridge model.

Figure 5.4. Bridge Function Network Architecture.
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(5.7)

In order to learn the bridge function h, we minimize the following loss function:
bridge
Lbridge (b
yu,i
)=

X
1
(b
h(W, Z, X, A) − Yui )2
|U ||I|

(5.8)

u,i∈U,I

It is easy to notice that the loss defined in Equation 5.8 will yield an unbiased (least squares)
estimate of the outcome (rating) Yui with respect to the unmeasured confounder V since
E(h(A, W |Z)) = E(Y |Z, A))

5.2.4.3

Matrix Factorization using Negative Control Variables and a Bridge
Function

In the final stage of building the debiased recommendation model, and after generatbridge
ing ŷui
using the procedure described in the previous section, we use the learned output

ratings as input to train a Matrix Factorization model. The bridge function therefore serves
as an intermediate data that generates a training data that is more robust to confounders,
thanks to including the NCO and NCE variables during the learning process. These learned
ratings will then serve for learning a more robust final model that takes into account the
bridge
effect of the unknown causal confounders V from the training data (ŷui
), as shown in

Figure 5.3. We present the final debiased recommendation learning procedure in Algorithm
5.1
Algorithm 5.1 Bias correction learning using a causal bridge function
Input: Rating matrix Y , NCO W , NCE Z
Output: Predicted ratings Ŷ
Learn bridge function h by minimizing the loss in equation 5.8
Generate adjusted ratings (outcomes) using the bridge function: Ŷuibridge = h(Y, W, Z)
Learn a Matrix Factorization (MF) model P, Q by training on adjusted ratings Ŷuibridge
Generate final predicted ratings Yˆui using the MF model’s latent factor parameters: Yˆui =
pu .qi
return Yˆui

5.3

Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed approaches. The first

approach focuses on adjusting for the unobserved confounders assuming the data is inde86

pendent and identically distributed i.i.d. Then, we relax this assumption by using the IPS
estimator to account for the exposure bias. We test our method on real-world datasets and
compare its performance to widely used baselines. We design our experiments to evaluate
the effectiveness of our proposed approach at providing unbiased recommendations. The
research questions we aim to answer are:
• RQ1: How does our proposed approach for adjusting for unobserved confounders
compare to other state of the art approaches in terms of providing unbiased recommendations?
• RQ2: Does adjusting for observed confounders and unobserved confounders further
improve the results? This can be considered as treating two biases simultaneously.
In the following, we start by describing the experimental settings, including the evaluation protocol, data used, and the baseline methods. Then, we present our experimental
results in order to answer RQ1 and RQ2.

5.3.1

Experimental Setting

5.3.1.1

Evaluation Protocol in a Causal Setting

A classic recommender system evaluation protocol is to split the rating data randomly into training and test sets. The performance metrics of the recommendation are then
reported on the test data by computing the average metric over all users. The problem with
this standard methodology is the test data is biased which in turn yields a biased evaluation. In fact, the test data is biased towards popular items and active users. In addition,
the test data hides inherent biases underlying the training data itself. In order to have
an unbiased estimation of performance, we need to have access to all potential outcomes,
which is not feasible in a recommendation system setting. One way to mitigate this problem is to have a random test data, where the users are provided with a randomly selected
subset of items, that they need to rate to provide the ground truth ratings for evaluation.
The latter approach, ensures that the test data is collected randomly and therefore the
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average over all users of the performance metrics will be unbiased. However, such a random
test data is expensive to collect as part of a recommendation system platform in the real
world, since it will hurt the user experience. That said, we found two public datasets that
include a training data that has been collected from the organic user interaction with the
recommendation system and a test data that has been collected randomly. These datasets
are the Yahoo!R3 dataset [126] and the coat shopping dataset [100].

5.3.1.2

Datasets

We used two publicly available datasets with a test data collected randomly to
evaluate the performance of our models:
• Yahoo!R3 [126]: Yahoo!R3 is a music rating dataset with ratings from 1 to 5. The
training dataset contains over 300k song ratings collected from the user interaction
with the Yahoo music recommendation service. This means that the training ratings
are self-selected by the users. The training data contains 15400 users and 1000 items.
The test data was collected by asking 5400 users to rate 10 randomly chosen songs.
The test data thus contains 54000 ratings. The data was collected during a survey
for research purposes.
• Coat [100]: Coat is a rating shopping dataset. The data contains ratings for 290
users and 300 items. The training data consists of 7000 ratings. Each user was asked
to rate 24 coats from the inventory. The user gets to choose what items to rate based
on their self exploration. However, for the test data collection, each user was asked
to rate 16 randomly picked items.
Table 5.2 summarizes the statistics of both datasets for the training and test data.

5.3.1.3

Evaluation Metrics

Our goal is to measure the performance of our models on two tasks: the rating prediction performance and the ranking performance. In order to predict the rating prediction
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TABLE 5.2
Dataset Statistics
Data

Users

Items

Interactions

Yahoo!R3 - Train

15400

1000

Yahoo!R3 - Test

5400

1000

54000

Coat - Train

290

300

6960

Coat - Test

290

300

4640

300k

performance, we compute the Mean Square Error (MSE) defined in Equation 5.9. The lower
the MSE the better.
P
b =
M SE(R, R)

(u,i)∈O

(ru,i − rbu,i )2
|R|

(5.9)

In order to evaluate the quality of the recommended lists’ ranking, we use the following
metrics: Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG@K) (see Equation 3.13), Precision@k (see Equation 3.14), and Recall@K (see Equation 3.15). The higher these ranking
metrics, the better the ranking quality.

5.3.1.4

Baselines

We compare our method to Matrix Factorization (MF) [57] and two state of the
art debiasing frameworks: Matrix Factorization with Inverse Propensity weights (IPS-MF)
[100], and the deconfounded Matrix Factorization [120].
• Matrix Factorization (MF) [57]: Matrix factorization is a popular CF technique
that learns an embedding of users and items by factoring the rating matrix into two
embedding vectors. It uses the dot product to map the embedding to predicted ratings.
• IPS-MF [100]: Inverse propensity Matrix factorization is an unbiased MF model to
correct for selection bias.
• Deconfounded MF [120]: Deconfounded MF is a debiasing technique relying on
estimating a substitute for the unobserved confounders.
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5.3.1.5

Experimental set-up

For both data sets, we split the training data into 90% train and 10% validation.
Then the hyper-parameter tuning was done using the 10% validation data, for each evaluated approach, including the baselines, using Optuna [105]. We varied the learning rate
between [0.001, 0.1]. The embedding dimension sizes were varied in {8, 16, 32, 64, 128}
for matrix factorization, and the L2 regularization weight varied between [0.0001, 0.1]. For
the optimizer, we chose between Adam and the Adaptive Gradient Algorithm (Adagrad).
We varied the batch size in {64, 128, 256, 512}. We finally selected the hyper-parameters
based on the evolution of the mean square error (RMSE) on the validation dataset.

5.3.2

Performance Evaluation
In this section, we will answer the two research questions RQ1 and RQ2. We

report our performance results on the Yahoo!R3 and Coat datasets. The convergence of
the algorithm is declared when the RMSE on the validation set no longer decreases for
five epochs. We run each experiment 5 times and we report the mean and the standard
deviation.
TABLE 5.3
Accuracy performance of Bridge MF compared to different baselines on Yahoo!R3. We
observe that our model has lower MSE and higher NDCG, while having comparable performance in terms of Precision and Recall.
Dataset

Yahoo!R3

Metric

MSE

Precision @5

Recall@5

NDCG@5

MF [57]

1.98 +/- 0.002

0.02 +/- 0.0006

0.56 +/- 0.011

0.46 +/- 0.019

IPSMF [100]

1.87 +/- 0.008

0.034 +/- 7e-05

0.71 +/- 0.002

0.5 +/- 0.007

MF+Bridge

1.34 +/- 0.0003

0.034 +/- 1.5 e-05

0.71 +/- 0.0001

0.55 +/- 5e-05

IPSMF+Bridge

1.29 +/- 0.0005

0.034 +/- 9e-05

0.7 +/- 0.0017

0.55 +/- 0.0004

RQ1: How does our proposed approach for adjusting for unobserved confounders compare to other state of the art approaches in terms of providing
unbiased recommendations? Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 shows the performance of Bridge
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Matrix Factorization compared to the baselines. We reported the results in two different
tables to add the deconfounded recommender system baseline. In fact, we reported the results reported in the original paper [120], where the precision was not reported and NDCG
was computed differently from our work. More specifically, they introduced a threshold to
determine whether an item is relevant or not. If rating > 3, the item’s relevance is the
rating; otherwise the relevance is set to 0. In our case, we do not introduce a threshold
since, we argue that it introduces bias, and we instead use the rating as relevance without
thresholding. For example, if an item is rated 1, then the relevance is 1; and if the item
is rated 5, then the relevance is 5. Table 5.3 and table 5.4 show that Bridge MF outperforms the baselines in terms of MSE, Recall@5 and NDCG@5, while shows comparable
performance in terms of Precision@5. Note that the Yahoo!R3 test set is not affected by
confounders, since the data was collected randomly. Bridge MF provides more accurate
recommendations on this unbiased test dataset, which means that our model adjusts better
for confounders. This is to be expected, since IPSMF relies on the propensity estimation
that depends on the collected observed confounders. In contrast, Bridge MF relies on the
same observed confounders, but it also assumes the presence of an unmeasured confounder
that may affect the ratings, namely the exposure and the observed confounders. If the MSE
does not improve, then this would mean that we do not have unmeasured confounders in
our system. Note that the MSE reported in our results on the Yahoo!R3 data is different
from the one reported in [100], since the propensities were estimated using Naive Bayes,
which in turn requires the presence of unbiased data. In our experiments, we did not use
an unbiased data to estimate the propensities since in the real world scenario, it is unlikely
to have access to unbiased data. Table 5.5 and Table 5.4 show the performance of our
proposed approach on the coat dataset. Bridge MF showed a better performance compared
to all the baselines. Thus the bridge function enables a better rating prediction accuracy
and better ranking performance. For the IPSMF, we used the propensities provided in the
data.
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TABLE 5.4
Accuracy performance of Bridge MF compared to different baselines on the Coat Dataset.
We observe that our model has lower MSE and higher NDCG, Precision, and Recall.
Dataset

Yahoo!R3

Coat

Metrics

MSE

Recall@5

MSE

Recall@5

MF [57]

1.98

0.56

1.21

0.56

IPSMF [100]

1.87

0.71

1.089

0.56

Deconfounded MF [120]

1.768

0.64

1.341

0.569

MF+Bridge

1.34

0.71

1.00

0.61

IPSMF+Bridge

1.29

0.7

1.00

0.6

TABLE 5.5
Accuracy performance of Bridge MF compared to different baselines on the Coat Dataset.
We observe that our model has lower MSE and higher NDCG, Precision, and Recall.
Dataset

Coat

Metric

MSE

Precision @5

Recall@5

NDCG@5

MF [57]

1.21 +/- 0.02

0.076 +/- 0.002

0.56 +/- 0.014

0.54 +/- 0.002

IPSMF [100]

1.08 +/- 0.009

0.077 +/- 0.005

0.56 +/- 0.005

MF+Bridge

1.00 +/- 0.0006

0.08 +/- 0.0015

0.61 +/- 0.015

0.56 +/- 0.0006

IPSMF+Bridge

1.00 +/- 0.005

0.078 +/- 0.002

0.6 +/- 0.025

0.56 +/- 0.002

0.53 +/- 0.002

RQ2: Does adjusting for observed confounders and unobserved confounders
further improve the results? This can be seen as treating two biases simultaneously.

In the next experiment, we used the IPS estimator to estimate the predicted

ratings in the second stage of Bridge MF. According to the results in Tables 5.3, 5.4, and
5.5, using the IPS estimator did improve the rating prediction, but did not improve the
ranking quality of the recommender system. Our interpretation is that the adjusted ratings
provided by the bridge model succeeded to adjust for the confounders. Hence adding an
IPS estimator afterwards did not further improve the results.
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5.4

Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a bias correction approach inspired from proximal

causal inference. The approach relies on a pair of negative control variables to identify the
causal effects of the exposure on the potential ratings, and this in turns allows adjusting or
correcting the ratings for bias before using them for training a recommendation model. We
evaluated our approach on two real-world datasets, and found that Bridge MF produced
promising results by outperforming the state of the art models. One limitation of Bridge
MF is the fact that it relies on a valid choice of negative control variables which is untestable
and depends on the expert’s judgment. Another limitation is that the choice of the bridge
function inherits the model bias which may raise concerns about introducing bias in the
results.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
The main goal of this dissertation is to propose novel debiasing approaches for recommendation systems, that go beyond current efforts in debiasing by addressing some of their
known limitations. In Chapter 3, we introduced a novel approach to mitigate popularity
bias in the data by disentangling relevance and user conformity. Our approach outperformed state of the art methods in terms of recommendation accuracy as well as reducing
popularity bias and increasing the diversity in the recommended lists. We represented the
conformity bias using learned embeddings, which allowed for a richer representation. Given
that the users are affected by popular items differently, we learn a personalized user bias
vector to capture the preferences of each user for popular items. This approach overcomes
the limitation of using scalars to capture the conformity bias which is not accurate and does
not capture user-item specific conformity levels. Our approach is modular and can be easily
adapted to other collaborative filtering algorithms as base models. One limitation of our
proposed approach is assuming that the recommender system is affected only by popularity
bias. This assumption does not hold in real world recommendation systems.
In Chapter 4, we relaxed the assumption made in Chapter 3 and allow a recommender
system to be affected by both exposure bias and popularity bias. We proposed a multibias framework that helps reduce the popularity and exposure bias simultaneously through
incorporating the IPS training framework along with PCMF modeling, that we proposed
in Chapter 3. Our proposed approach outperformed PCMF in terms of recommendation
performance as well as decreasing popularity bias. Our experimental results showed the
importance of correcting for multiple biases simultaneously.
In Chapter 5, we studied the recommender system from a causal perspective since it
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improves the generalization and robustness of the model. We proposed a novel 2-stage debiasing approach inspired from proximal causal inference that aims at adjusting for observed
and unobserved confounders. The approach leverages a pair of negative control variables to
adjust for unobserved confounders. The fist stage is to learn the bridge function to adjust
for observed and unobserved confounders. The second stage, consists of learning a matrix
factorization model on the adjusted ratings. Our approach showed promising results by
outperforming state of the art models. One limitation of bridge matrix factorization is
the fact that it relies on the valid choice of negative control variables which is untestable
and depends on the expert’s judgment. Another limitation is that the choice of the bridge
function inherits the model bias which may raise concerns about introducing bias in the
results.
One area of expansion of our research is to study the iterative behavior of our
proposed algorithms. In fact, recommender systems act in a dynamic environment and this
aspect should be incorporated in the modeling of different debiasing approaches.
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